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Strange days have found us
Mike Mackey of Burton Copeland LLP reports on the legal aid
lawyers day of action and his reponse to the government’s
consultation “ Transforming Legal Aid”
When I wrote the last article, I was in the process of
drafting my firm’s reply to
the Consultation. At that
time, I’d only managed
two words, the last being
“off”. Some thousands of
words later, I’d completed
my task and was able to
reflect on the efficiency of
the Anglo Saxon language. It had taken thousands of modern English
words to say what the
Anglo Saxons achieved in
two.
I understand that there
were thousands of responses and one has to
wonder just who is going to
read them. One option
would be use outside contractors to do it. They could
outsource the reading, but
how would the contract be
priced? Perhaps the current
legal aid model could apply.
The contract could specify a
range of fees, dependent on
proxies such as PPE- not
“Pages of Prosecution Evidence”, rather “Pages of
Protesting Epistles”. On a
legal aid scheme basis,
there would of course be a
cap. They’ll pay for the first
10,000 pages and after that
the contractor would need
to justify any further reading as “special preparation”.
Any documents appended
to responses could be classified rather like “unused
material”. On that basis contractors would be required
to read them, but there’d be
no payment for so doing.
The net result would be that
government would require
a huge amount of work to
be done, but a substantial
chunk would be for free.
I know it’s a barmy suggestion, but there’s a precedent. That’s the way legal
aid payments have been
calculated for years. What’s
more, solicitors make fortunes working this way, believe me, I read it in the Daily
Mail. So it must be true.
That brings me to “Freedom
of Information”. How did the

Mail get those figures it
published? It can’t have
been from MoJ, because
they won’t release figures
for last year’s legal aid
spend and its distribution
amongst firms, “suppliers”
that is, in government
speak. I made FOI requests
for just that information. I
made them in December
last year and again in April.
On each occasion the MoJ
response to me can be summarised: “Your FOI request
has been considered and
you can FO”.
Seriously, they wouldn’t release the information to me,
a lawyer. I asked for a review
of that decision and whilst
they were thinking about it
(before eventually again refusing it) along come Daily
Mail hacks with figures for
the top earning firms. So,
how did the Mail do it? Has
some unscrupulous private
dick hacked into Grayling’s
phone? Is someone in MoJ
leaking information for
cash? There are questions
that need to be answered.
Call in Inspector Knacker, I
say!
Well we’re now in the waiting (on legal aid unpaid)
zone and I wonder what will
come next. Certainly the
profession seems to be in
no mood further to be
kicked around. Credit where
it’s due, MoJ did organize
“roadshows”to explain what
they were up to. In Manchester it really was a “roadshow”and followed on from
the first lawyers’ protest
march that I’ve ever seen.
We’d expected to see the
“big guns” from MoJ but instead we had a panel including at least one
member, who looked as
though he left the sixth
form last week.
This hapless lot faced
around two possibly three
hundred lawyers, solicitors
and barristers, who were
not impressed. Questions
ranged from removal of
client choice to the mechanism of the proposed
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“model” and where’s the evidence that the public have
lost confidence in the system? They didn’t have the
answers and were plainly
uncomfortable with the collective cross examination
they faced. At one point the
Riot Act could have been
read, when a speaker succinctly put it “Look understand, no one’s bidding for
these contracts” and the assemble lawyers concurred –
loudly!
I can’t imagine where all this
will lead. For sure, I’ve never
seen the profession quite so
determined. I never thought
I’d see the day that lawyers
went on strike. Well maybe
not a strike, but we did hold
meetings! Given that there
was 100% support and that
the meetings took place in
court sitting times, it was a
strike by another name. Of
course the powers that be
resisted. I understand that
the Chief Crown Prosecutor
reminded barristers of their
contractual obligations with
the obvious implication as
to what sanctions might
apply to those who took a
stand.
It was clear that the judiciary, for the most part,
wouldn’t play. Defence applications to adjourn were
refused in an effort to ensure the great wheels of justice still turned. On the day,
there was one solicitor at
the City Magistrates Court,
acting as agent for all his

Features
striking colleagues. In some
cases, such was judicial desire to achieve progress that
defendants were dealt with
unrepresented. In a way this
can be understood, after all
the administration of justice
is of paramount importance
in our society and disruption by militant lawyers
must be avoided.
The interesting thing is that,
this time around, it seems
the summer of discontent
now affects the whole justice system. When times
were good, government
never threw money at the
criminal justice system. But
when times are hard, we
have to “do our bit”, aren’t
we “all in it together”. One
question might be where
was “our bit” when the government were spending?
Seems to me that criminal
defence lawyers are always
on the roundabouts and
never get to the swings – or
is it the other way round?
Legal aid rates haven’t increased since the nineties
and whilst inflation goes
ever upward, legal aid rates
head in the opposite direction. Successive changes in
regulations require us to do
ever more work free, gratis
and for nothing. In the
meantime,
government
proposes weekend and
evening courts (God knows
why – the courts don’t have
enough to do in the day), all
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President’s Column

President’s Column
The consultation on the
Governments’ proposals on
price competitive tendering
(PCT) has long since closed. I
thank those of you that took
the time to email me directly
in response to my email alert
regarding these proposals
and call to sign the e-petition. Recent media reports
indicate that the press is responding to the changes by
informing the public of the
dramatic impact on our society and we can only hope
that the Select Committee
tasked with hearing evidence will force the Government to re-think its strategy.
If you haven’t yet signed the
e-petition, I would urge you
spend a few seconds doing
so. I am not exaggerating the
situation when I say that the
proposals will literally decimate the criminal practice
area beyond recognition.
Whilst a lot of my time has
been spent debating these
changes, much has happened elsewhere. Lucy
Scott-Moncrieff, the National
President came to have
lunch with our members.
This was a great chance to
hear from Lucy about much
of what the Law Society is

doing at present but also for
members to put questions
direct to her.
Lucy announced an advertising campaign called “Don’t
get mugged” where references will be made to the
FCAs own statistics that by
using a solicitor, personal injury claimants are likely to
get 2 to 3 times more compensation as opposed to
claiming direct from the insurer…something that isn’t
really news to many PI practitioners but which the public do not understand or
appreciate. It will be interesting to see how the public responds to the campaign.
The Law Society will be publishing information on the
campaign and marketing
material for any legal practice wishing to use this strategy to supplement its own
business development.
When the Q&A session
began, the debate revolved
around the PCT proposals,
much of which I have spoken of in the past. An interesting topic was raised
about the Law Society supporting firms facing financial
difficulties. Should the Law

Society be looking to use the
Compensation Fund to support firms where their current lenders are no longer
willing to lend, for example
arranging a broker service to
locate a funder?
My own personal view is that
it would be wrong for the
profession, by the Compensation Fund or even an alternative scheme to fund firms
that found themselves in a
situation of financial difficulty. I accept that firms in
that situation face an almost
impossible task…knowing
that they need to reduce
their overheads in the long
term but require some capital to achieve that in the
short term. The truth is that if
a firm can’t secure funding
from their current lender,
then it is highly unlikely that
another lender with no previous knowledge or experience with the firm will lend.
It is not in my nature to be
pessimistic but I can’t see a
funder in this economic climate lending to firms that
can’t convince their existing
bank to support them. My
advice to any legal practice
facing financial difficulty is to
get help early, whether that
be from their accountant,

their bank or even the Law
Society for guidance. The
Law Society may not be able
to find a lender but they do
have resources that can help
and as we have all paid for
these recourses through our
practicing certificates, they
should be explored.
Such’s Life
Like a lot of people, I enjoy a
really good takeaway. Our
family favorite is a local Chinese and despite a really full
menu we always seem to
order the same which includes Crispy Chilli Chicken
and Singapore Vermicelli (if
we are really hungry, Crispy
Aromatic Duck is added to
the order). Just the other
night, I was coming home
from work and my wife
called to tell me to pick up a
takeaway from the Chinese
which she had pre-ordered.
It took me less than a few
seconds to check that she
had ordered our usual and as
I watched the chefs in the
open kitchen throwing ingredients together, I asked
myself why we always ordered the same dishes. Of
course, there is a lot of comfort knowing what you are
about to eat after a long
day…you know the quality

of the food, how good it
tastes and that it will leave
you full and satisfied at the
end. Yet if we ordered something new, would my experience be any worse or dare I
say better?
You could use this as an analogy as a member of Manchester Law Society. There is
comfort knowing that you
have access to a great deal of
information and educational
material as a member. Would
you be in a worse position
without it? I would argue yes
but of course, you would expect nothing less of me.
What about as an existing
client of yours? He or she will
take comfort knowing that

they are going to get a certain quality of service that
they have previous experience of and that is sometimes all it takes. Although,
did that existing client of
yours get the menu of legal
services through the door?
Accountability begins and
ends with each and every
one of us and we must tell
our existing clients about
our menu of services, again
and again to get them to
buy…just like my local Chinese takeaway which posts
its menu through my door
every month.
Such Amin
President
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News from Bridge Street
Ground-breaking BSN diversity initiative open for 2013 submissions
The legal profession’s ground-breaking diversity initiative, the BSN Diversity League Table (DLT),
is currently open for submissions from UK law firms and Chambers who are at the forefront of
demonstrating a commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion. DLT reporting covers Social
Mobility, Gender, Ethnicity, Disabilities and Sexual Orientation.
The Diversity League Table started in 2006, pre-dating all of the current diversity reporting initiatives and regulatory requirements. The DLT is actually seen by many as the original diversity initiative; promoting transparency and kick-starting a new way of approaching how the industry
looks at solutions to addressing inequality within the profession.

Manchester Law Society News

CPD Programme
MEDIATION-THE GOOD THE BAD AND THE UGLYVIEWS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE MEDIATOR
AND OF THE USER
THE KEY PLAYERS: Mark Mattison, Matthew Taylor Eversheds LLP

Tuesday 10th September 2013

Fast-forward to 2013 and now in its 8th year, data presented on those firms and Chambers within
the Diversity League Table continues to go far beyond regulatory requirements; reinforcing participant’s commitment to transparency and pushing boundaries in the search for ever-more impactful solutions.
The Law Society of England and Wales is a lead sponsor and supporter of the 2013 Diversity
League Table. The DLT has also received support and backing from the profession’s main regulatory and representative bodies, including the LSB, SRA, BSB, Bar Council and CILEx.
The Government's Social Mobility lead, the Rt. Hon. Alan Milburn in his May 2012 report directly
encouraged “…all members of the profession to respond”to an invitation to take part in the Diversity League Table.
Nwabueze Nwokolo, the BSN Chair said, “We would encourage support for all of the profession’s
diversity initiatives. The industry faces huge challenges. We should consider a variety of approaches, and the use of multiple activities, resources and energies can only help accelerate
change.” She continued, “For example, it should not be a question of ‘The Law Society’s Diversity
& Inclusion Charter or the Diversity League Table?’, but more ‘the Charter AND the Diversity League
Table.’ “
The Diversity League Table is unique, presenting a range of information in a format that is valuable to a cross-section of industry stakeholders. Importantly providing key data for participating firms and Chambers, from which informed, practical and real-time decisions can be made;
specific to the priorities of the organisation.
The Diversity League Table also enables purchasers of legal services to quickly identify those who,
in terms of equality and diversity, are transparent and open, with an obvious appetite for seeking further improvement.
Nwokolo concluded by saying, “Signing up to the Charter is an important step. And some might
not be ready to go much further at this stage. And that is fine. However, there are many firms, and
Chambers, who are ready, able and willing, and we look forward to seeing them represented
within the Diversity League Table, now and in the future.”
The 2012 Diversity League Table saw record levels of participation, with over 70 firms and Chambers from across the UK taking part. The finished publication also provides an industry overview,
as well as case studies, thought-pieces and interviews with industry leaders.
Eligibility; firms featured in the Lawyers UK 200 list, including the international firms with a UK office, and Chambers with 30 or more members. Invitations have already been sent.
The deadline for 2013 submissions is 5pm Friday 12th July.
Eligible firms and Chambers who are interested in taking part and require more information
should contact the Research Project Manager & Publisher, Godwin Ohajah by email :
diversity@blacksolicitorsnetwork.co.ukThis e-mail address is being protected from spambots. You
need JavaScript enabled to view it or call: 0845 057 0515.

From 5.30pm – 7.30pm (registration from 5.00pm)
Venue – Eversheds LLP, Eversheds House, 70 Great Bridgewater Street, Manchester, M1 5ES
Cost - £15 members / £20 non-members of Manchester Law Society/CIarb NW
branch

MANAGEMENT STAGE 1
This is a compulsory course for all solicitors in the first three full training years
after qualification. Other lawyers are welcome if the content of the course fits
their training needs and level of experience.
Each course is limited to a maximum of 20 delegates.
Course Content
Managing Finance - Business planning, key performance indicators, funding and
solvency, understanding profit, controlling costs, working capital control and cash
flow.
Managing Clients - Understanding what motivates clients, delivering what clients
want in the way they want it, the retainer and solicitors’ professional obligations, organising your client relationships effectively.
Managing People - Delegation and managing other people’s work, effective teamwork and decision-making processes, how to get the most from a meeting.
Date:
CPD:
Venue:
Speaker:
Time:
Seminar
Cost:

Wednesday 16th October 2013
7 hours
Pannone LLP, 123 Deansgate, Manchester, M3 2BU
Doug Robinson, Kinch Robinson Ltd
Registration & Coffee – 9.15am – 9.30am
9.30am – 5.30pm (an hour for lunch)
£160.00 + VAT (£192.00 total) – Member delegates
£180.00 + VAT (£216.00 total) – Non-member delegates

The 2013 Diversity League Table will be published in the autumn.

Manchester Law Society New Initiative
IT Directors Forum
With an inaugural meeting at the offices of DWF in Manchester on 17 July 2013 Manchester Law
Society is launching an IT Directors Forum.
This is designed so that directors and senior managers in IT within medium to large law firms can
network and benefit from one another’s experiences. Managing Partners should encourage their
heads of IT to participate.
The first meeting, thanks to their hospitality will be at DWF in Spinningfields starting at 08.30 –
gathering from 08.00 and closing at 10.30. This meeting’s Sponsorship is from Converge IT/Smart
Legal
It will be chaired by Richard Hodkinson, Chief Technology Officer of DWF and will cover;
Constitution (Chatham House Rules)
Organisation and officers
Debate lead by Richard on “The IT/CIO relationship with his law firm and his role in the firm’s strategy”
Topics for the next two meetings will be published in advance- already for consideration are;
Vendor management
Project management, shared risks, payment terms, acceptance criteria
Governance and Risk management
Information security
COLP & COFA
Client information
BC & DR
Innovation – what doors can be opened
Enquires to Manchester Law Society offices FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

To book please contact
Mrs Victoria Ridge
Manchester Law Society, 64 Bridge Street, Manchester M3 3BN
DX 14378 Manchester 1
VictoriaRidge@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

Save the date!!
HR Lunch - 20th September 2013
Management Conference - 9th October 2013

Manchester Law Society

Regulatory Affairs
Committee Update
When is a Partner not a
Partner?
The Treasury has launched a
consultation on the employment status issues surrounding members of LLPs
in an attempt to clamp
down on the tax and NIC issues surrounding “disguised
employees”. At the moment,
all members of an LLP – irrespective of their actual status according to the
members’ agreement - are
automatically treated as
profit-sharing members and
so benefit from more
favourable income tax payments than conventional
employees. In addition, the
LLP will benefit from the
need not to pay Class 1 NIC
on what may be, in reality,
employment income.
The outcome of the consultation is regarded by many
as a fait accompli, with new
legislation resulting in some
members being taxed
under the PAYE scheme as
of April 2014. It would
therefore be prudent for
LLPs to start preparing for
the changes now by revisiting their governance documentation and considering
how best to manage the expectations of any individuals they believe the Treasury
may regard as a ‘member’ in
name only.
Compliance and Ethics
The SRA has expressed concern that the current economic climate is leading
solicitors into temptation,
claiming that whilst the majority of legal professionals
will uphold the principles
even in times of austerity,
there are some avaricious
lawyers who are being persuaded to blur the ethical
lines in order to preserve
the financial status quo.
There will, of course, always
be rogue individuals who

are wilful and reckless but
the concern is that some
lawyers will be prepared to
tolerate unreasonably high
risks that put their clients,
their businesses and their
future at risk.
In his speech at the CLT
Conference on 5 June 2013,
Anthony Townsend flagged
the SRA’s concerns with
those firms who have decided to enter into arrangements
designed
to
circumvent the referral fee
ban in personal injury cases
and those who participate
in Stamp Duty Land Tax
Schemes without considering if the arrangement is in
the best interests of their
client. Neither of these red
flags should come as a surprise but how can you test
whether or not your firm’s
healthy appetite for risk is in
danger of turning into an
unhealthy compromise?
Whilst every firm is unique
the following tell tale signs
could be an early warning
indicator:
Are you routinely accepting
instructions in relation to
matters which present classic conflict scenarios e.g.
acting for buyer and seller in
a residential conveyancing
transaction?
Are you turning a blind eye
to own interest conflicts?
Are you undertaking work
before your client due diligence process has been
completed due to client
pressures?
Are you allowing the independence of the firm to be
compromised by a third
party?
Are any of your arrangements with third parties unsustainable or a serious
threat to the financial viability of your firm?
If you are answering “yes”, or
even if your answer is “I
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don’t know”, you need to do
something about it!
COLP and COFA reporting
obligations
I am receiving more requests for advice on very
tricky issues for COLPs in
particular about how to balance their obligations to report material breaches to
the SRA with their obligations as an employer. I
spoke at the CLT Conference
referred to above on this
subject recently and it is
clear that there are no easy
answers and different people will have very different
views. Issues of documenting your thought process as
a COLP could potentially
have consequences in relation to privilege in the event
that a claim was brought by
the employee but this is not
something which the SRA
has really given any guidance on. MLS’s COLP and
COFA forum will continue to
debate these issues. The
next Forum will be held on
30 July at Weightmans’ office at 3 Piccadilly Place
from 8.15am. Members who
are COLP/COFA are welcome to attend. Please
email Fran to register.
Michelle Garlick
Manchester Law Society
Regulatory Affairs Committee
Weightmans LLP

for no extra payment.
What about our colleagues
in the Crown prosecution
Service? Only yesterday,
they too went on strike. My
understanding is that their
protest is about pay freezes
and cuts to their pensions.
Yet again the courts managed to continue their business, just about managed to
limp along.
But, what’s the position for
court staff? You guessed it –
striking like the rest. The
other week we had a call
from a local court. In view of
an impending court staff
strike, the court wanted administratively to move a
trial. The problem was that a
strike by court staff could be
seen as the court hampering the administration of
justce. Since cases hadn’t
been moved to accommodate defence action, we
withheld consent. What followed could have been
scripted for “The Magic
Roundabout”. The court, yes
the court itself, made an application to the District
Judge to vacate the problematic trial date!
Now, you learn something
new every day! The court
can make an application to
itself? It happened, but
guess what – the District
Judge refused the application!

As the Doors once sang
“strange days have found
us”!
Trouble extends throughout the whole underfunded
system. No one, it seems, is
content. The finest justice
system in the world is in
great distress. Government
needs to be honest. If politicians want to crow about
our mega deluxe legal system, they need to understand it’s a public service to
be funded by the government. If they want to
equalise legal aid costs with
those of some banana republic, let them understand
and proclaim just what sort
of system they’ll get.
But didn’t we hear of proposals to run courts at a
profit? What madness is
this? Will regular defendants
get nectar points?
On the other hand, is there a
resource available, which
isn’t being used? One thing
for which MoJ is responsible
is collection of fines. We
never hear how much is put
into the exchequer by this
route. I suspect I know why
– it’s because Mr Grayling
doesn’t collect the fines
due. I don’t know how many
fines are outstanding in the
Greater Manchester area,
but I suspect it’s a huge
number. Think of all that
money which could help to

plug the hole in the finances. Government is always preaching about
“efficiency”. Maybe they
should start in their own
back yard and do what we,
the taxpayers, expect them
to do, including collecting
fines and legal aid contributions from defendants.
Strange days indeed! I’ve
just read that the Lord Chief
has given evidence to some
committee or other, about
proposals to cut judicial
pensions! If the report is
right, he’s suggesting that
the judiciary might withdraw labour, by leaving the
bench to return to practice,
if pensions for their lordships are cut!
Problem is that for judges
who sit in crime, even a reduced judicial pension,
even the state pension, may
be more rewarding than defence lawyering.
Stobart Law, economic
models, no client choice, no
competition on quality.
Florence, Dylan and Zeberdee would all feel at
home! But the roundabout’s
still turning – at least for
now.
Mike Mackey
Burton Copeland LLP
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New brand identity for law
firm Brabners
One of the North West’s
largest and longest established law firms has undergone
a
rebrand.
Brabners Chaffe Street
will now be known simply
as Brabners.

Manchester law firm
Turner Parkinson has promoted Dispute Resolution
Associate Lisa Clough to
Partner.
Lisa, who joined the firm in
2007, advises high net
worth individuals, partnerships, SMEs and large PLCs
on a wide range of commercial disputes including restraint of trade, freezing
injunctions, partnership and
shareholder disputes, invoice and asset finance and
breach of contract. She also
has considerable expertise
in commercial fraud, acting
on complex multi-million
pound cases across multiple
jurisdictions. Lisa also has
expertise in contentious
probate matters and Inheritance Act claims; an area
she is looking to build moving forward in her new role.

With roots from founder law
practices Brabners has had a
presence in the North West
for more than 200 years. In
2002 the firm merged with
Chaffe Street to become
Brabners Chaffe Street. In
recent years the firm has absorbed the sports and commercial teams of James
Chapman & Co along with
law firms David Bishop & Co,
Bremners and Murphy
Hodgkinson, and currently
has offices in Liverpool,
Manchester and Preston.
Brabners Managing Partner
Mark Brandwood says the
rebrand is about far more
than a smart new image:
“Brabners has changed immensely over recent years
and our new corporate
identity recognises our position as a major player in
the North West market. The
new brand is not merely visual but also places a strong
emphasis on our progressive nature and reflects the

TP promotes dispute resolution specialist

Mark Brandwood
firm moving forward in
modern times.”
As part of its rebranding exercise the firm has adopted
a new logo, created a fresh
new website and produced
collateral that better reflects
the way it does business
and that more effectively
communicates the quality
and service it offers existing

and future clients.
Mr Brandwood said the new
name was the clear choice,
as many people referred to
the firm in that way.
Brabners instructed Lancashire
based
brand
agency, Oneighty, to assist
in the completion of the rebrand.

Ian Fitzpatrick, Head of Dispute Resolution, said: “Lisa is

Lisa Clough
a highly valued member of
our Commercial Litigation
Team. She has made a significant contribution to the
department’s continued
growth and success. Her
promotion is both fully deserved in recognition of her
qualities as a lawyer and
commitment to the firm’s
clients. It is also testament

to our commitment to nurture and develop the talent
from within the firm’s ranks”.
The department continues
to go from strength-tostrength following a successful 2012, in which fee
income rose by 41%.

Clough & Willis Recruits David Leviten
as Head of Commercial Property
Bury based Clough & Willis, one of the North West’s
leading mid-sized legal
firms, has added to its
property division this
week following the appointment of David Leviten who has joined the
firm as a partner and head
of its commercial property
team.
David, who specialises in
development investment
and landlord & tenant cases,
has worked in the legal profession for 26 years and
joins Clough & Willis from
Heatons. He also previously
worked at Pannone. David’s
appointment follows the recent retirement of Paul
Breedon who headed up
the commercial property
team for two years.
During his career, David has
dealt with the development

of major office schemes and
large retail/ industrial estates
from
inception
through to completion including their subsequent
sales to investment funds.
His work at Clough & Willis
will include acquisitions, options, lettings, funding and
sales as well as ancillary
matters such as construction and rights of light documentation and oversail
agreements.
Shefali Talukdar – managing
partner at Clough & Willis –
commented: “David’s appointment is fantastic news
for the firm. We’ve worked
hard to develop our property offering and having
David at the helm of the
commercial team is the next
phase in that growth. He
brings with him years of experience that I know will
benefit both our clients and

David Leviten
team.”
David said of his appointment: “I’m delighted to be
now be part of the Clough &
Willis team. The firm has a
great reputation and my
aim is to now develop the
commercial property team
so it becomes one of the
leading names in the region.”

Hill Dickinson announces promotions
In line with the end of the
financial year, international law firm, Hill Dickinson LLP, has announced its
latest promotions, with
five partners becoming
salaried members and five
becoming legal directors.
Matt Noon from the corporate north team, Jonathan
Anslow in Professional Risk,
Pawel Wysocki from the
Yacht team and Ian
MacLean and Stuart Kempson in Shipping have been
promoted to salaried members.
Joining the legal director
ranks are Derek Millard-

Smith in Regulatory, Brenda
Wright in Professional Risk,
Stephen Edwards in Whitefriars, Susan Leonard in
Commodities and Mary
Prentice in Shipping.
Commenting on the promotions, Hill Dickinson’s
Managing Partner, Peter
Jackson commented: “Supporting and recognising
achievement is as important as undertaking a strategic review of the firm, which
we recently announced. We
are extremely proud to be
able to publicise promotions across the board, with
notable success in the areas
of insurance and marine. “

Peter Jackson

BARRY FRIESLANDER MCIArb
Certified Mediator
Complex business & matrimonial disputes resolved

P: 08448 777 888
M: 07973 394 803
E: info@dispute-resolve.co.uk
W: www.dispute-resolve.co.uk

Barry holds Certified Elite Mediator status, compliant with the UK Ministry of Justice, EU &
UK Civil Mediation Council Mediator Database and is accredited by the ADR Group.

Eleven new associates at Stephensons JMW Acquire Niche Legal Practice
Goodman Harvey
Leading North West law firm Stephensons Solicitors LLP has announced
eleven new associates across several of
its regional offices in Wigan, Leigh and
Middlebrook, Bolton.

Entrepreneurial law firm
JMW Solicitors LLP has
strengthened its legal offering by acquiring niche
Manchester based law
firm Goodman Harvey
LLP.

Associates are appointed annually, in
recognition of those employees who have
made a sustained and outstanding contribution to Stephensons.
There have been promotions this year right
across the firm, in the Clinical Negligence,
Regulatory, Wills and Probate, Residential Carl Johnson right with his manager Sean Joyce
Property, Personal Injury, Employment,
Consumer, Marketing and Costings departments.
The new associates are:
Anna Sparrow, conveyancing solicitor in
Leigh
Jill Rushton, wills and probate solicitor in
Middlebrook
Martyn Walsh and Carl Johnson, regulatory
solicitors in Wigan
Laura Sheehan and Tom Mooney, clinical
negligence solicitors in Wigan
Left Laura Sheehan centre partner Louise Griffiths, Tom
Heather Korwin-Szymanowska, dispute Mooney
resolution solicitor in Leigh
Rob Zacal, employment solicitor in Leigh
Pauline Smith, personal injury executive in
Leigh
Neil Smallwood, senior cost draftsman in
Leigh
Lianne Tracey, PR executive in Leigh
Ann Harrison, chairwoman of Stephensons, said: “Congratulations to all of our
new associates. Stephensons’ success is
largely based on the quality of our people
and the service they deliver to our clients,
so we are delighted that this year we can Neil Smallwood, Pauline Smith, Ann Harrison,
chairwoman, Jill Rushton, Heather Korwin-Szymanowska,
promote 11 new associates.”

Lianne Tracey

JMW will be joined by the
specialist property and litigation firm, Goodman Harvey, from 1 June 2013. The
firm was formed by former
Halliwells and Hammonds
Partner Stephen Goodman
in 2004 and in 2009
Stephen was joined by former Head of Litigation at
George Davies Mark Jones.
The firm currently has a
turnover of over £1 million
and counts amongst its
clients the Yearsley Group,
Apollo Scientific Limited,
Harley International Properties Ltd, The Topham Group,
Praxis International Fiduciaries, Martin Dawes, Property
Alliance Group Limited,
Hollins Strategic Land LLP,
Cityheart Limited, Liberty
Properties plc, CTP Limited,
Tushingham Moore, Stretton Estates Ltd and Pochins
plc. Goodman Harvey’s
Property team was also
named Property Team of
the Year at the inaugural
Manchester Legal Awards.
Commenting on Mark Jones
and Stephen Goodman’s

move to JMW, Harry Yearsley Managing Director at
the Yearsley Group, the
Frozen Food Sales, Cold
Storage and Distribution
specialists, said;
“We have been working
with Mark Jones as our
lawyer for many years and
are pleased that Goodman
Harvey has merged with an
ambitious and flourishing
firm like JMW. We think very
highly of Goodman Harvey
and the work they do for us
and we look forward to continuing to grow the Yearsley
Group further with the help,
support and legal expertise
that JMW can offer.”
Partner Stephen Goodman
will be joining JMW’s commercial property team
which is headed by Jim
Banfi while Mark Jones
along with Partner Alison
Parry will be joining the
commercial litigation team.
Commenting on the merger
Stephen Goodman said:
“When we were first approached by another law
firm, some 6 months ago,
we decided that merger
with a larger practise would
best meet the needs of our
clients now and into the future. When we met JMW we

felt that they were a great fit
for us. We didn’t want to join
a large regional or national
practise but instead wanted
to join a successful entrepreneurial and ambitious
firm. We are all excited to be
working with their strong
commercial property and
commercial
litigation
teams. Our clients have reacted very positively to the
move and have seen the advantage of being able to access the full range of legal
services at JMW.
Commenting
on
the
merger, Joy Kingsley, Senior
Partner at JMW said:
“We are delighted to welcome both Stephen and
Mark and their teams to
JMW. They are all specialists
in commercial property and
litigation and will be a fantastic asset to the firm in
general. While the existing
clients and work will hopefully all transfer, the value to
us is considerably more
than the existing work, as
Goodman Harvey has traditionally outsourced all other
work types, particularly corporate work. We are looking
forward to working together and developing relationships across the firm.”

Davis Blank Furniss’ Witter scoops
national STEP award
Karen Witter – partner in
the private client team at
Manchester and Glossop
law firm Davis Blank Furniss has been named joint
STEP Taxation of Trusts
and Estates Student of the
Year at a ceremony in London.
STEP is the worldwide professional association for
practitioners dealing with
family inheritance and succession planning. It helps to
improve public understanding of the issues families face
in this area and promotes
education and high professional standards among its
members.
The annual STEP Excellence
Awards 2013 celebrate those
individuals who achieved
outstanding results in either
a STEP Diploma or Certificate
examination or the Qualified
Practitioner papers in Eng-

land, Wales or Scotland.
STEP has over 18,100 members based in 87 countries
from a broad range of professional backgrounds, including
lawyers,
accountants, trust specialists
and other practitioners in
this area. Its members help
families plan for their futures, specialising in a wide
range of activities, from
drafting a relatively simple
will to more complex issues
surrounding international
families, protection of the
vulnerable, family businesses and philanthropic
giving.
Karen said: “Receiving the
STEP award is a great
achievement and one I am
really proud of. The organisation is hugely respected so
winning has made all the
hard work I’ve put in well
worth while.”

Karen Witter
Kate Oldfield – managing
partner – added: “Karen is an
integral part of the Davis
Blank Furniss family so we
are all delighted at her success. She is a fantastic lawyer
and the award really is testament to her commitment to
both her work and her
clients.”

Bill Jones and Joy Kingsley with Stephen Goodman and Mark Jones

The deadline for the August edition of
The Messenger is 10th July
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National law firm Mills & Reeve
strengthens position in the North as
George Davies merger completes
Leading UK law firm Mills
& Reeve is delighted to announce its merger with
Manchester firm George
Davies has completed.
The merger officially completed on 1 June with staff
at the enlarged Mills &
Reeve Manchester office in
1 New York Street arriving
today (3 June) for the first
working day of the newly
expanded firm. Now occupying the 8th and 9th floors
of 1 New York Street, the office has a total of 15 partners and 87 other staff.
Nationally Mills & Reeve has
111 partners and 870 staff
operating from six offices in
Birmingham, Cambridge,
Leeds, London, Manchester
and Norwich.
Guy Hinchley, Mills & Reeve

managing partner, said:
“This is an exciting day for
the firm with a substantially
enhanced presence in the
North allowing us to deliver
our strategy of providing a
full range of legal services to
clients in our key sectors.
“Pre-merger our Manchester office had built a strong
reputation in family, insurance disputes and private
client work but this takes
our offering to a different
level. We now have substantial corporate, employment,
construction, real estate
and commercial disputes
teams on the ground as
well.
“The merger has also enabled us to add sport to our
list of sector specialisms,
which already includes education, health, insurance,

private wealth, agriculture,
charities, food and beverage, real estate investment
and technology. We are
pleased to now be able to
represent high profile sport
clients such as the Court of
Arbitration for Sport and
the Professional Footballers’
Association.”
Mark Hovell, the former George Davies managing partner, now heads up the Mills
& Reeve Manchester office
and the new sport sector.
He added: “Mills & Reeve
and George Davies have a
great deal of synergy and
it’s great to be able to combine the Mills & Reeve sector expertise with a full
service offering in Manchester to provide clients with a
truly first class proposition.”

Further growth in JMW medical
negligence team
Hot on the heels of the
new recruits appointed by
the medical negligence
department at JMW Solicitors last quarter the team
has added even more talented individuals to its
ranks.
Numbers
have
been
boosted with the addition
of Sami Halpern, who has
joined as a paralegal working across a mix of serious
and complex cases of medical negligence. Sami’s recruitment has been possible
due to continued success of
the team and the promotion of existing staff.
Sami will support the work
of partner Sally Leonards
and senior associate Melissa
Gardner as they help the
victims of medical negligence nationwide to challenge the poor treatment
they have received.
Sami achieved a first-class

honours degree in Law from
the University of Liverpool
and a commendation in the
Legal Practice Course he
studied at Manchester’s College of Law. Previously he
worked at Manchester charity 42nd Street, which supports children and young
people experiencing mental
health problems or emotional difficulties.
Sami commented: “JMW
has an excellent reputation
in the region as a great company to work for and one
that is clearly going places.
Meanwhile the clinical negligence department is a
leading national authority,
as recognised by the industry bibles, so I am thrilled to
have secured a position in
its burgeoning team.”
Eddie Jones, head of medical negligence at JMW,
added: “Sami’s excellent academic achievements and
experience of supporting

Sami Halpern
vulnerable people makes
him a perfect fit for a role in
the field of clinical negligence. Our clients have frequently
been
left
emotionally traumatised by
what has happened to
them and need on-going
support in addition to the
legal guidance we provide. I
am delighted to welcome
Sami to the team.”

3 quit Manchester firm after 32 years
Elena Waddell and Chris
Bryan started their legal
careers as trainee solicitors at Manchester firm
Glaisyers in 1980. After
many years of partnership
they have now formed a
new firm, WTB Solicitors
LLP where they are joined
by another former Glaisyers partner, Ben Taylor
who was the 2011 Manchester Evening News
Legal Aid Lawyer of the
Year.
The firm will specialise in
family law, housing and immigration law and will continue to offer private client
services in wills and probate
along with domestic and

L-R George Davies Managing Partner Mark Hovell with Mills & Reeve Managing Partner Guy
Hinchley

Lancashire Law Firm appoints new Partner
Lancashire law firm Farleys has announced the
appointment of a new equity
Partner,
Daniel
Draper.
Draper joins the award winning LLP as their 16th equity Partner and will be
based in the firm’s Manchester city centre office.
Joining Farleys as a trainee
solicitor in 2005, Daniel’s appointment comes as a result
of his significant contribution to the Partnership, in
particular his role in establishing and heading up the
firm’s successful sports law
division.

In addition to overseeing
the firm’s sports practice,
which counts Premiership
footballers, the PFA and
Lancashire FA amongst its
clients, Daniel has considerable experience in commercial
disputes,
having
practiced in this area for a
number of years.
Michael Corrigan, Managing Partner at Farleys, said:
“Daniel will play an important part in further developing our sports law practice
and the partnership in general. He has made a substantial contribution to the
firm over the years and we
anticipate that he will play a

Daniel Draper
significant role in the firm’s
future growth.”

commercial conveyancing.
They bring with them to the
new venture 27 former
Glaisyers colleagues. Ben
Taylor wanted to be part of
a practice committed to
legal aid and says “I believe
that justice and fairness
should be part of every
legal solution”. Elena Waddell will lead of 8 talented
family lawyers and confirms
that it is a fantastic opportunity for WTB to develop its
family law practice whilst
providing clients with a
wealth of experience in the
area of relationship breakdown and children law.
In an era where legal serv-

ices seem to have become a
commodity and call centres
the norm, Chris Bryan believes that the firm will continue to provide a personal
service to clients and their
families. Chris Bryan says
“we have invested heavily in
IT to increase productivity
and to enhance service to
our clients. Our objective is
to maintain a steady
turnover of £1.5 million per
annum whilst we bed down
after the implementation of
LASPO. Growth of the business ahead of inflation will
come from our niche practice areas of housing law
children law and immigration advice to both business
and individual clients. “

the Messenger
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Maurice Watkins CBE steps back into football to become
chairman of Barnsley Football Club
Former Manchester United
director Maurice Watkins
CBE is to be appointed
chairman of Barnsley FC.
The top lawyer, who holds a
string of charity and sports
roles, will return to the football boardroom next week almost a year since he left Old
Trafford - to take up the reins
as board chairman of the
Championship “Reds “ club.

the fans and look at the way
the club is portrayed.
“I can bring a wealth of football knowledge and experience having been involved in
the game at the highest level
with Manchester United for
over 28 years. These are skills
which are transferrable and I
am used to dealing with players’ contracts, their agents
and league officials.

He said; “It’s great to be back
in football at club level and
my message is loud and clear;
‘Barnsley means business ‘“

“I have been heavily involved
on the commercial side of
football with sponsorships
and I know how clubs operate.

Watkins said it was a privilege
to have been asked by the
Barnsley board to take on the
role and he was eager to meet
the challenges which lie
ahead.

“Team performance is key to
everything else and the board
will look closely at plans for
the future. “

He added; “The Championship is a hard league with
many great clubs and when
you think a team was relegated last season with 54
points that sums up the quality.
“Our task now is to make
progress in the league,
strengthen our position and
get even more fans behind
the club. Barnsley FC has to
provide a good experience for

Watkins, a Manchester based
senior partner with Brabners
Chaffe Street, has handled
many high value soccer transfers at home and abroad. He
has represented clubs and
players before FIFA and UEFA
as well as the Court of Arbitration For Sport and international
and
league
compensation tribunals. He
famously represented Eric
Cantona in the “Kung Fu” kick
court case.

Barnsley FC owner, retired
businessman Patrick Cryne,
said the club had operated
without a board chairman for
some time but he listened to
what fans were saying that
strong, new leadership was
needed to take the club forward.
“Many people will know Maurice from Manchester United,
but what they won’t know is
that he operates in a range of
different commercial spheres
and sports interests.
“He is a sound strategic
thinker and very clear on how
to organise and to say how a
football club should be run.
He can see reasons for
change which will make us a
more effective business. Maurice has a raft of experience
and he will drive strategy and
the
change-management
agenda.
Watkins
is
recognised
throughout the professional
football establishment for the
contribution he has made to
shape the framework within
which professional soccer operates, having played a significant role in advising on a
multitude of regulatory issues
at a domestic and international level.

He was a key participant in
the formation of the Premier
League and the drafting of its
rules, the formation of Manchester United PLC, lead adviser to the FIFA/UEFA
Taskforce in its negotiations
with the European Commission to agree new rules for international player transfers;
advising on the development
of the new standard Premier
League players’ contract; appointed mediator by the FA
Premier League and PFA to
avert a player’s strike; involved on various FIFA committees to deliver new
international rules and regulations.
He has spoken at international conferences on footballing issues in Brazil, China,
Dubai, Egypt, Kuwait, the
Ivory Coast, Japan, Oman,
Nigeria, Qatar, South Africa,
Thailand, and Trinidad and
Tobago.
Watkins holds a number of
key positions:
Chairman of British Swimming.
Chairman of The Greyhound
Board of Great Britain
Non-executive director of the

Rugby Football League since
2002 and former interim
chairman
Chairman: Rugby League
European Federation
Regional Chairman for Coutts
Bank
Director of the British Association for Sport and Law (former President and Chairman)
Director Lancashire County
Cricket Club
Member of the Professional
Football Negotiating and
Consultative
Committee
(“PFNCC”)

Former Directorships:
Director of Manchester
United Football Club Limited
(1984 – 2012)
Director Manchester United
PLC (1991-2004)
Current Charitable Activities:
Chairman of Governors – The
Manchester Grammar School
Chairman of Central Manchester University Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust Charity.
Chairman of the Breakthrough Breast Cancer North
West Appeal
Trustee – Retired Greyhound
Trust
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Brabners advises Westmorland
North West law firm Brabners Chaffe Street has advised Westmorland on the
property and construction
aspects of a financial
package arranged with
the Co-operative Bank.
Westmorland plans to put
the funding towards the
construction of Gloucester
Services, a major new motorway service station on
the M5, between Junctions
11a and 12. The development of Gloucester Services
north and southbound, will
generate 300 jobs, £40 million of investment and significant community benefit.
The northbound services is
being developed first and is
due to open in summer
2014.
Gloucester Services will
build on the success that
Westmorland has achieved
with Tebay Services on the
M6, which grew out of the
family farm and is the UK’s
only family owned and run
motorway services. Building
on the Tebay model,
Gloucester Services, will
have no franchise but instead
will
celebrate
Gloucestershire through its

farm shop selling local produce, home made food in
the cafes and the use of
local art and crafts people in
the interior design. The
building itself has been
carefully designed to minimise the impact on the environment with a grass
covered roof and BREEAM
excellent
credentials.
Gloucester Services is also a
innovative business model
in its partnership with the
local charity, Gloucestershire Gateway Trust and has
made a commitment to put
£10 million back into local
community projects over
the next 20 years

Street who led the team advising Westmorland, said:
“We are delighted to have
been able to assist Westmorland on such a significant transaction.
After
being involved in the project for almost 5 years, it is
great to see the development get off the ground
and we wish Westmorland
every success going forward.”
The banking team at Pinsent Masons also advised
Westmorland on the banking documents. KPMG
acted on behalf of Westmorland in relation to the bank
funding.

Laurence King, Managing
Director of Westmorland,
said: “We value the ongoing
support we have had from
Brabners Chaffe Street. We
are delighted building work
is finally underway and we
are a step closer to bringing
benefits to the local community as well as raising
awareness of Gloucestershire to the 50 million travellers who pass the site each
year.”

Guy Weaver, KPMG Debt
Advisory, said "This deal
represents a great success
having been secured at a
time when property debt
funding remains challenging, especially in relation to
project finance. We are very
pleased to have helped the
company secure a funding
package which enables it to
embark on the next exciting
phase of its growth."

Tony Fitzmaurice, Property
Partner at Brabners Chaffe

Pannone represented the
Co-operative Bank.
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Excellence Award for Aequitas Legal
The only law firm to reach
the finals of the Salford
Business Awards 2013 personal injury specialists
Aequitas Legal - has won
the coveted Excellence
Award.
The 11-strong team - which
specialises in personal injury claims now has another
mark of official recognition
for their unique culture of
customer service excellence.
“Winning this award is more
than just a pat on the back
for the Aequitas Legal team,
it’s testament to the highest
standard of service that
drives the whole business,”
says managing partner
Sucheet Amin, the current
Manchester Law Society

President.
Award judges were looking
for company values, high
level management and
frontline service that produce exceptional customer
satisfaction.
The stiff competition from a
broad range of businesses
was beaten by Aequitas
Legal’s 94% customer satisfaction level which impressed judges as ‘truly
excellent’. And their use of
innovation, such as the
firm’s bespoke smartphone
application, made a difference that set them well
apart from the competition.
“Being the only legal firm to
reach any of the award category finals was a great

achievement in itself - but
to walk away as a winner
was monumental,” said
Sucheet Amin. “New customers who are thinking
about using our services
can take comfort from this
accolade for standards that
we will not only maintain
but strive to improve.”
Staff at Aequitas Legal
choose their own core values as part of a system that
measures their dedication
and personal performance
in pursuit of genuine customer support. They continually
revise
training
programmes, develop new
initiatives and measure customer feedback in order to
exceed expectations.

The winning team - Aequitas Legal

TP welcomes the next generation
Boutique business law
firm Turner Parkinson has
strengthened its Family
Team with the appointment of Solicitor Jenny
Arnold.

Westmorland – start of work (Left to right) - Brett Kanjurs - Project Manager Buckingham Group
(main contractor); Ash Hirani - CBRE (QS acting for Bank): Stuart Fell – Coop Bank: Laurence King - MD
Westmorland Group: Henry Parkinson - CBRE (QS acting for Bank): Dan Tomkins - Westmorland Group:
Gerald Waterfield Coop Bank; David Robinson - Frank Whittle Partnership (project managers and QS
acting for Westmorland)

Deaf experts
Announcing the launch of a new website, bringing you experts in deafness :
www.deafexpert.co.uk
Years of experience have taught us that the courts struggle to meet the needs of deaf people,
particularly those who use sign language. With the current emphasis on reducing expert involvement, particularly in family cases, the risks of non-specialist assessments or no assessment at all are great; assumptions are often made by professionals with no knowledge of the
language and culture of deaf people with disastrous results for the deaf person and for justice. A non-specialist expert plus an interpreter is not the equivalent of a specialist report.
Our experts at www.deafexpert.co.uk have many years in providing reports in relation to family proceedings, mental health review tribunals, criminal cases, clinical negligence and personal injury cases. A deaf expert means you will receive a good quality specialist report the
first time round, saving time and money by avoiding repeat assessments. If you would like
advice please contact us via www.deafexpert.co.uk

Jenny joins from Linder
Myers, where she trained
and qualified in November
2011. She specialises in all
aspects of Family Law including divorce, complex
high-value financial settlements, pre and post-nuptial
agreements, civil partnerships, cohabitation agreements, applications under
TOLATA and Children Act
disputes.
Her appointment is part of
the wider development of
the team, with the promotion of Partner Michael
Chapman to Head of Family.
He replaces current department head Martin Karran.
Martin will continue to advise clients on a day to day
basis and remain an influential presence.

Jenny Arnold
Martin commented: “This
firm’s strength lies in identifying talent and allowing
potential to be fulfilled. It
benefits us all to allow
Michael and now Jenny the
room to flourish. I can mentor them whilst still carrying
out my client and business
development work. We can
all fulfill our ambitions and
the department will go
from strength-to-strength.”

Michael added: “This is the
beginning of an exciting
new chapter. We can continue to offer the highest
levels of client service, grow
the department and maximise the ambitions of the
whole team. We are proud
of the strategic advice we
offer clients and it is good
for clients to see us adopting the same approach to
structuring our team.”

Send your news to j.baskerville@btconnect.com

Baker Tilly Liverpool moves to 20 Chapel Street
Baker Tilly is pleased to
announce that it is moving to prestigious new offices at 20 Chapel Street,
one of Liverpool’s premier
business addresses. The
office is on the 14th floor
of the high spec, glass
fronted building in the
centre of Liverpool, with
amazing views over the
River Mersey.
Rob Aitken, Partner, says:
"Our significant investment
in new high profile offices is
a wonderful demonstration
of Baker Tilly's commitment
to Liverpool and the local
businesses and organisations that operate in the
city. It is also recognition of
the exciting opportunities
available as the city enters a
new phase in its development."
In true Liverpool style, Baker
Tilly has played host to a series of launch events with a

Leading Manchester immigration firm WTB Solicitors LLP welcomes two
new specialists to the
team, after recently securing a Legal Aid Agency
contract to provide publicly funded advice in this
complex area of law.

Jill Jones and the Liverpool partners
maritime twist including the
Queen Mary 2 setting sail
on 17 May and the culmination of ‘The Battle of the Atlantic’ warships on 28 May.
The final breakfast event on
Friday 7 June officially celebrates the opening of the
office with a chance to view
the historic Tall Ships as they
sail into dock for the Mersey
River Festival.

Jill Jones, North West Office
Managing Partner says: “We
are delighted to have
moved to 20 Chapel Street.
It is a perfect location for us
to work with clients and
grow our business from. We
see Liverpool as an area for
great optimism and potential and are strongly committed to the city.”

Clarke Willmott LLP appoints Susan
Hall as Partner
National law firm Clarke
Willmott LLP have announced the strengthening of its Intellectual
Property (IP) and Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) practices
with the appointment of
Susan Hall as Partner.
Susan began her career at
Linklaters in 1985 and practised in London until returning to the North-West in
1994. She has 25 years’ experience in the IP and ICT
sectors and has worked
with clients ranging from
national and local government to NGOs, multi-nationals, listed PLCs and the
entire range of privately
owned businesses.
Roy Crozier, Joint Head of
Intellectual Property, Clarke
Willmott, said: “Susan has
enjoyed a highly successful
career during which she has
become one of the country’s leading lawyers in her
field. The blend of her contentious and non-contentious skills and her
expertise in ICT law in particular will dovetail very well
with our existing offering.”
Susan Hall said: “Over the
years my practice has often
been at the cutting edge of
IP and ICT law and issues
arising from data security,

WTB strengthens immigration team

With over ten years’ experience in private and business
immigration, Harry Pratt is
the department’s new head,
while WTB has also appointed Rachel Evans, a senior immigration caseworker.
Both are accredited in the
Law Society Immigration
Accreditation Scheme.
Harry has built up a wealth
of expertise in human rights
law, EEA immigration, nationality applications and all
forms of immigration appeal. In a field that has
grown increasingly specialised since the introduction of the points-based
system in 2008-2009, Harry
says he looks forward to receiving referrals from solicitors who are not able to act
for clients in this constantly
changing area.

Rachel Evans and Harry Pratt
Rachel has spent the last
seven years practising exclusively in immigration and
is an expert advocate with
four years’experience representing clients before the
Immigration and Asylum
Tribunal. She will also assist
clients who fear persecution
or serious harm in their
home country.
Commenting on the appointments, WTB’s managing partner Chris Bryan said,
‘These additions strengthen
a rapidly developing area of
the firm. I am confident that

the excellent record of Harry
and Rachel will underscore
our commitment to providing our clients with the
highest quality of expertise.’
Since 2008-2009, when the
law changed radically, the
UKBA has been stringently
applying the rules on coming to Britain to work, which
in turn has required solicitors to offer only the highest
calibre of advice. WTB has
had strong success in complex immigration cases and
aims to build on this reputation by expanding the team.

Taylors Solicitors appoints Ruth McCarthy as its
new Commercial Property Partner
Taylors Solicitors, the
North West commercial
law firm, has appointed
Ruth McCarthy as its Commercial Property Partner.
Ruth joins Taylors from the
Manchester office of Linder
Myers where she was Partner and Head of its Commercial
Property
department.

Susan Hall
mobile communications,
social media and Cloud
technology mean there is a
growing requirement for
specialist advice in this area.
I am delighted to be joining
a strong team with a high
profile and outstanding reputation, particularly in the
branded goods sector, and
look forward to working
with Roy and the team.”
Susan has joined Clarke Willmott’s growing Manchester
operation, which recently
moved into larger premises
in the heart of the city centre’s financial district.
Clarke Willmott has six offices nationally and more

than 70 partners. Altogether it employs over 450
staff across its offices in
Birmingham, Bristol, London,
Manchester,
Southampton and Taunton.
It delivers a wide range of
legal services for businesses
and private clients, including corporate and commercial, intellectual property,
employment and HR consultancy, property, planning, construction, dispute
resolution, insolvency and
debt recovery.

Ruth has a strong commercial property background
and following with clients
comprising
national
lenders, developers and investors. She is committed to
the growth of the North
West property sector and is
ideally placed to strengthen
and develop Taylors’ commercial property offering.
Speaking of her appointment, Ruth commented,
“I’m delighted to be working with the Taylors team;
the firm’s hands-on commercial approach is just
what is needed in the current environment. My career has been built on
commitment to client service, building relationships
and finding practical solutions. That is what clients
want and need, and Taylors

Ruth McCarthy
recognises this”.
Elaine Hurn, Managing Partner at Taylors, said, “Ruth’s
appointment will allow us
to move forward with the
firm’s growth strategy in
commercial property”.
“She is a highly experienced
Commercial
Property
lawyer and is known for her
commerciality and outstanding service delivery

and this approach is the
perfect fit with Taylors’
ethos of working with its
clients, getting to completely understand their
businesses and objectives,
and becoming more than
just their lawyer”.
Ruth will work with a national client base from Taylors’ Manchester city centre
and Lancashire offices.
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Manchester Law Society Personal
Injury Conference 2013
On May 21st the Manchester Law Society (MLS) held
their Annual Personal Injury Conference. Over a
hundred delegates from
the regions law firms attended to give their views
and listen to speeches
from a wide variety of key
speakers.
Sucheet Amin; President of
the MLS opened the conference which was chaired by
Roberts Jackson Director
and Council member Karen
Jackson. In keeping with
the concept of the conference Karen began by highlighting that there had been
an 11% decrease in
whiplash claims since the
implementation of the April
reforms and that there were
now 144 Alternative Business Structures already approved by the Solicitors
Regulation Authority.
This was appropriately followed by an insightful
speech by the Chairman of
the Motor Accidents Solicitors Society (MASS), Craig

Budsworth. In his discussion
about “The future of RTA”he
stated that insurance companies should pass the savings they stand to gain from
the decline in RTA claims to
their clients by lowering
premiums. He said that it
was now the duty of all
good Solicitors to keep this
discussion in the national
press so that Insurers were
encouraged to pass on savings to premium holders. He
confirmed that the Transport Select Committee had
recently published a statement suggesting that they
were reviewing the effect of
the Apil reforms on insurance premiums. Craig further went on to highlight
that consumers who purchase insurance could be
confused by changes and
could purchase the same
policy twice unnecessarily
due to their lack of understanding of the need for Before the Event Insurance. He
encouraged PI lawyers to
keep up the fight and to
continue to highlight relevant
issues.
Craig

Budsworth’s speech lit up
the twitter feeds with comments like “Bit of a call to
arms by Craig Budsworth
@manlawsoc PI conference
#keepfighting” posted by
@LawshareJMW.
Neil Kinsella, Chief Executive at Slater Gordon (UK)
LLP provided his insight into
how to maintain a successful practice in this current
climate. Taking the opportunity to remind those in attendance that “setting up an
ABS is not a strategy but
rather the means behind a
strategy”.
Neil explained foresight and
an ability to manage capital
efficiently would enable
healthy returns which
would ultimately attract the
right investors. He emphasised that “the world is
changing; lots of people are
coming into the profession
holding a different view.
Modern equity is not so
much about taking equity
in a partnership or even in
an LLP. Employee ownership plans for creating share

Karen Jackson, Roberts Jackson Solicitors
ownership within the business and is an opportunity
for getting people into equity a lot sooner than they
might otherwise have done
if they were waiting for a full
equity partnership”. Martin
Coyle of Ralli Solicitors
posted the following in response to Mr Kinsella’s talk
“Neil Kinsella gave an empirical view of the future
strategies required for PI
firms. A focused and driven
presentation.”
Back by popular demand,
Kerry Underwood urged
firms in his speech to push
private referrals and encourage loyalty from their
clients. He explained that
personal injury costs had
become detached from
other areas of law. He advised that education of staff
was the key.
This was followed by a
heated panel question and
answer session inciting debates about the future of PI,
fixed fees, ABS’s and surviving in the post Jackson era.
The panel consisted of, Neil
Kinsella, Kerry Underwood,
Charles Layfield – Partner,
Pannone LLP, Andrew
Twambley – Partner, Amelans Solicitors, Owner of injurylawyers4u and finally
Roger Coleman – Senior
Partner, Colemans – Ctts
LLP. As expected there were
some conflicting opinions
amongst some of the panel
members, which encouraged further questions from
all who were attending.
Two of the most anticipated
speakers of the day were
without a doubt Mrs Justice

Swift and Director of Policy
and Strategy, SRA, Agnieszka Scott. Mrs Justice
Swift discussed the importance of cost budgeting and
how judiciary’s focus would
now be on proportionality
when considering parties’
cost budgets. Her inspired
speech which led delegates
through her past experiences at the bar and then to
the judiciary, showed just
how far the legal landscape
had changed when she addressed the issue of cost
budgeting and explained
that the Judiciaries focus
when assessing cost budgets. Giving an invaluable insight into the new rule, she
explained that the focus of
the Judiciary when assessing cost budgets would be
that of proportionality and
that whilst they cannot approve costs accumulated
prior to case management
conferences, judges can
comment on and take into
account the reasonableness
and proportionality of these
past costs when considering costs budgets. She further encouraged parties to
consider the need for ADR
and that the Judiciary
would be proactively promoting ADR where appropriate. Her final words were
to warn the delegates that
the Judiciary are also now
taking a firmer approach
when it comes to compliance.
Agnieszka Scott opened the
eyes and ears of delegates
in the room when taking to
the stage with her speech
about the importance of
self-regulation and the dangers of extensive referral

fees disguised as marketing
fees. She clarified misconceptions that the SRA would
be approving marketing
fees which were disproportionate and brought home
the dangers of classifying
referral fees as marketing
fees when in essence they
may not be. Miss Scott
added “a lot of people see
ABS as a panacea to the
problem of the ban and
how to get around it, it is
not that simple. You need to
think very carefully about
the structure, independence and what exactly is
and isn’t part of the ABS”.
She further hinted that the
SRA would be speaking to
those firms whose personal
injury department makes
up more than half of their
practice to ensure compliance with the referral fee
ban. During the second
panel question and answering session Andrew Twambley, Senior Partner of
Amelans Solicitors, enquired with Miss Scott what
the SRA’s stance was on inducements, to which Miss
Scott responded that whilst
the SRA would like to carefully consider inducements
and do something about it
“the risks posed is not high
enough to justify the resources”.
Bridget Prentice – Government Whip 2003-2005 and
Government Minister in the
Ministry of Justice 20052010, kindly attended the
conference and gave a talk
on “The process of the legal
services act and the vertical
extension of the portal”. She
commenced her speech by
stating “I do not believe that
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P.I. Conference continued...
we have a compensation
culture”and followed this by
taking
the
delegates
through the extensive journey that the reforms had
been through prior to the
implementation of LASPO.
She finished her talk with an
inspirational
Chinese
proverb “When the winds of
change blow, some people
build walls, others build
windmills”, and stated that
there was still room for debate.
The final key speaker of the
day was Daniel Frieze,
Counsel of St John’s Buildings. This was accompanied
by some extensive and very
informative lecture notes
that discussed cost budgeting.
It goes without saying that
the whole day was a huge
success and a massive
achievement for the Manchester Law Society and all
involved. The efforts of all
on the panel were identified

by many and twitter was
very active with comments
about the day itself. Roberts
Jackson Solicitors were extremely proud to work
closely with the MLS to
make this happen.
RJ Director, Karen Jackson
has commented with the
following:
“The MLS conference was all
about clarity and shedding
light on many of the recent
changes to the legal landscape. Change is upon us
and as lawyers we need to
adapt to the things we cannot change and continue to
liaise and educate those in
power regarding future proposals.
This week we had a line-up
of first class speakers including a senior member of the
judiciary and a former MP,
Director of Policy of the SRA
and respected key players
within the UK legal sector. I
was very proud to be asked
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to chair the conference for
the second year running
and it once again proved to
be a considerable success.
The Manchester Law Society continues to strive to
educate and assist it’s members and those within the
legal sector both in Manchester and its surrounding
areas. Every conference that
we do we strive to be better
and listen to what our members want and I think we did
that this week”
Since the event, the SRA
have published a statement
to address those concerns
raised at the conference
which only goes to show
the impact that your law society can have on policy and
change. More information
about referral fee ban provided by the SRA can be
found
here
http://www.sra.org.uk/sra/n
ews/press/referral-fee-banunderstanding.page

The Manchester Law Society are planning another
conference to take place in November. Full details
to be confirmed.

Law Firm teams up with Manchester
Dog’s Home
Slater Heelis LLP to offer
specialist separation advice
for pets
Manchester full service law
firm Slater Heelis LLP Solicitors has teamed up with Manchester Dog’s Home to offer
support and advice to couples that are separating or
going through a divorce on
how to make sure their pets
don’t suffer as a result.
According to Slater Heelis LLP
family lawyer Helen Thompson, divorce and separation
are two of the main reasons
for re-homing cats and dogs.
Couples who are going
through a divorce and selling
the family home may have
less money to move house
and often cannot take their
dogs or cats into rented property. The result is that they
may have to give them up,
which is often when they are
taken to animal shelters.
Local rescue and animal shelters in Manchester agree. Lisa
Graham, Home Manager from
Manchester Dog’s Home says:
“”This is an issue we see at
Manchester and Cheshire
Dogs’ Home on a daily basis;
10 per cent of all dogs
handed over to us by their

owners are a result of divorce
or separation.”
Helen Thompson Family
Lawyer says “I frequently see
people arguing over who gets
the family dog and,
if the split is acrimonious, couples can really get stuck on
which of them the pet will live
with, regardless of any practical considerations.
“Legally, the Courts can only
treat dogs and cats as chattels
and could transfer a dog from
one person to another as it
could a family car or an item
of furniture. This also means
there are no visitation rights
or custody orders with a
much-loved pet.
“In a divorce settlement that
involves a family pet the best
route is to opt for mediation
that allows you to work with a
mediator to reach agreement
for the best way forward for
all concerned, without the
need for acrimonious court
hearings.”
Lisa Graham, Manchester and
Cheshire Dog’s Home, adds:
““We’d really urge people to
think carefully about what
will happen to their pet when
they separate, rather ignoring
the issue until the very last

Helen Thompson
minute. If you can no longer
care for your dog alone, due
to work commitments or accommodation constraints,
look at coming to an agreement with your ex-partner
about who will take the dog
out for walks and care for it on
each day of the week.”
Around 20 abandoned dogs
are put down in the UK every
day; almost one per hour.
Shelters are also increasingly
struggling to rehome animals
because of the current economic climate, which is leading to fewer adoptions
because of the cost of keeping and caring for a pet.
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100 successful days for new
Aviation Department

Fred Perry Win IP Dispute with Secret
Sales Limited

Bott & Co’s aviation department reached the 100
day landmark on 1st June
and has already made
some remarkable achievements in a short space of
time.

Iconic British fashion
brand Fred Perry has settled a dispute with Secret
Sales Limited over the sale
of counterfeit polo shirts
bearing the words ‘FRED
PERRY’ and the Laurel
Wreath logo - both registered trademarks of Fred
Perry.
Secret
Sales
Limited offered the counterfeit goods for sale via
their
website
www.secretsales.com.

With over £300,000 of
agreed compensation for
consumers the team have
smashed the Civil Aviation
Authority’s figures in a fraction of the time. On the 23rd
of April the CAA claimed
that they had recovered
£100,000 for passengers in
six months, a figure
achieved by Bott and Co in
just six weeks.
Over 4,000 letters of claim
have been sent to airlines
on behalf of delayed passengers, many of whom
have often tried to claim the
compensation themselves
but have sought expert advice because stubborn airlines are refusing to pay out.
Over 100 sets of court proceedings have been issued and a further 500
sets of proceedings are
expected to be issued this
month.
Aviation Team Leader Kevin
Clarke has been involved

Andy Peters, Coby Benson and Kevin Clarke
from day one and is thrilled
with the progress made. He
said: “From clients being
sent to Melbourne via LA
when they were supposed
to go via Singapore right
the way through to clients
who were supposed to go
to Nairobi but were instead
rerouted to Addis Ababa,
we’ve heard tales from all
four corners of the globe
and all seven continents.”
As the leading flight compensation department at
any UK law firm the expert
opinions of staff have been
sought by members of both
the national and industry

press. Team Leader Kevin
Clarke was interviewed on
Radio 4’s Moneybox show
recently and has been
quoted on a number of
websites.
Kevin Clarke added: “The
bad experiences of some of
our clients with the airlines
have made us all the more
determined to assist passengers in understanding
their rights and entitlement
under
EU
Regulation
261/2004. We are going to
continue ensuring the airlines accept their liability
under the regulations.”

Secret Sales Limited accepted that it had infringed
Fred Perry’s trade mark
rights by offering for sale
and selling counterfeit garments, and as part of the
settlement paid damages
and legal costs to Fred Perry
and agreed not to sell such
infringing garments in future.
In response to the case Fred

Perry stated: “We are extremely proud of our heritage and iconic Laurel
Wreath logo. We will not
hesitate to enforce our intellectual property rights
when they are infringed and
we will continue to take action against the manufacturers and sellers of
counterfeit versions of our
garments. The sale of counterfeit garments such as the
shirts sold by Secret Sales
Limited damages our reputation in the eyes of the
general public as they believe that they are buying
genuine Fred Perry garments, but these goods are
not manufactured to the
standards associated with
the Fred Perry brand. We
thank Roy Crozier and Andrew Stone of Clarke Willmott for their assistance in
helping us deal with this
matter.”

Roy Crozier, Joint Head of
Intellectual Property at
Clarke Willmott stated, “The
message to all retailers is
clear in that Fred Perry has
unshakeable resolve in ensuring that its intellectual
property rights are enforced
and that they should take all
necessary steps to ensure
the provenance of the
goods which they offer for
sale.”
Formed in 1952 by threetime Wimbledon champion
Fred Perry, the brand has influenced some of the most
iconic styles of the last century. The classic Fred Perry
pique shirt, originally designed as an authentic piece
of sportswear, has been the
uniform of British youth culture for over 60 years.

JMW secures record £8.8 million settlement for
child brain damaged by medical blunders
The medical negligence
team at Manchester law
firm JMW Solicitors has
reached a new record
after securing £8.8 million
for a child who suffered
severe brain damage due
to mistakes made during
his birth.
The figure achieved for the
boy will allow his family to
provide the 24-hour lifelong care that he requires.
The settlement beats the
team’s previous record of
£6.56 million by some way.

havioural problems, learning difficulties and epilepsy.
He will never be able to live
independently, hold down a
job or manage his own affairs.
After his case was taken on
by Sue Taylor, a specialist
medical negligence lawyer
at JMW, the hospital trust
admitted negligence. Sue
then negotiated the multimillion pound compensation settlement to cover the
intense specialist care he requires day and night.

Sue Taylor
livery.

The child, who cannot be
identified for legal reasons,
was injured by serious errors made by maternity staff
during his birth that led to
his brain being starved of
oxygen.
He was left with cerebral
palsy that has completely
devastated his life. He cannot speak, has severe be-

Sue Taylor commented: “In
terms of the impact on both
the child and his family this
case is one of most serious I
have seen as his cerebral
palsy has such wide-ranging consequences. The mistakes that were made were
completely avoidable if care
had been exercised by the
midwives and doctors responsible for the child’s de-

“The child has extremely
complex needs and severe
problems yet throughout
this case his family has
shown great strength and
courage. This settlement
will make a huge difference
to the child’s life and I am
delighted that he will have
access to the help and support that he needs.”

Recruitment Advertising
Do you have vacancies within your firm?
Try out our new appointments job section
launching August 2013.
Please contact Gary Ward
on 0777 2790012 for further details

the Messenger
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Landmark judgment gives first interpretation of new rules on
consequences of missed deadlines
Judge’s comments indicate a hardened stance against missed deadlines
A key judgment handed
down on 22nd May believed to be the first to interpret the consequences
of missed deadlines under
the new Civil Procedure
Rules ushered in on 1 April
2013.
In Venulum Property Investments Ltd v Space Architecture & Others, the judge, the
Hon. Mr Justice EdwardsStuart, refused an application by the Claimant for
permission to extend time
for service of its Particulars of
Claim and in doing so, became the first Judge to interpret the new provisions
governing relief from sanction under Rule 3.9 – demonstrating the far more
stringent and robust approach towards missed
deadlines that the judiciary
are widely expected to take
under the new post-Jackson
civil litigation regime.
The case
The Claimant, Venulum
Property Investments Ltd,
brought its application for
permission to extend time
for service of the Particulars
of Claim after the Claimant’s

solicitors incorrectly calculated the deadline for service
The action was brought by
Venulum against thirteen
defendants; however, only
two of them (the ‘Miller defendants’) opposed Venulum’s application. The Miller
defendants were advised by
national law firm Weightmans LLP.
The judge’s refusal of Venulum’s application ends its
claim against the Miller defendants since a fresh action
against them would now be
statute barred, but its action
against all the other defendants continues.
The facts
Venulum is a property development and investment
company registered in the
Cayman Islands. Its claim
arose out of a regeneration
scheme in Northamptonshire and centred on an allegation of professional
negligence after it was
found that the supporting
pillars in the underground
car park of a residential
apartment block were insufficient and would not sup-

port the building above – resulting in their needing to be
increased in size and therefore the loss of 30% of the
parking spaces because of
the pillars’ resulting encroachment into the available area. This meant in turn
that the development could
not be built in accordance
with the planning permission, of which it was a condition that the original
number of proposed parking spaces was the minimum
that had to be provided.
Despite being first aware of
its potential loss in February
2007, Venulum waited for
five years before instructing
solicitors to pursue a claim
against the Defendants. A
further year went by before
proceedings were issued in
November 2012, just before
the expiry of the limitation
period. Venulum then
waited nearly a further four
months before serving the
issued proceedings on the
Defendants. When doing so
it wrongly calculated that it
then had a further 14 days in
which to serve its Particulars
of Claim. Of course, whilst 14
days is the usual period of

time that is allowed, it is subject to a long-stop deadline
of 4 months from the date
on which proceedings are issued. Venulum had no
choice but to apply to the
Court for an extension of
time, with the risk that if not
granted Venulum would lose
its action against the Defendants for good, since by now
it would be too late to start
afresh because of the accrual
of limitation.

the sentiment of the Jackson
reforms and the approach
outlined in previous Court of
Appeal rulings on the likely
impact of the new rules. He
explained that:

Mr Justice Edwards-Stuart in
his judgment recognised
that the courts’discretionary
power to extend time in this
set of circumstances had
been ‘radically amended’ in
the 1 April 2013 changes, replacing the nine factors the
courts used to consider with
a more general consideration on “all the circumstances
of
the
case....including the need: a)
for litigation to be conducted efficiently and at proportionate cost; and b) to
enforce compliance with
rules, practice directions and
orders.”

And in his conclusion remarked that: “In my judgment,
when
the
circumstances are considered as a whole, particularly
in the light of the stricter approach that must now be
taken by the courts towards
those who fail to comply
with rules following the new
changes to the CPR, this is a
case where the court should
refuse permission to extend
time. The Claimant has taken
quite long enough to bring
these proceedings and
enough is now enough.”

Mr Justice Edwards-Stuart’s
ruling is the first to combine

“In general, it is not satisfactory or in the interests of justice to have claims brought
in the closing weeks or
months of a long limitation
period. Delay is bad for justice.”

Edward Lewis, partner and
Head of Construction Risk at
Weightmans LLP, successfully advised the Miller de-

fendants in the case. He says:
“Today’s judgment is extremely important in highlighting the tightening of
standards and the approach
that is to be expected of the
courts under the new CPR.
This ruling offers a stark reminder to all practitioners
that we are operating in the
context of a much altered litigation landscape
“It is a great coup for Weightmans, and I am especially
pleased that we were able to
defeat this claim early for our
clients – in line with the renewed focus on efficient and
proportionate litigation.”
Richard Miller of Millers Estate Agents, one of the two
Miller defendants, commented: “I am delighted with
this result. The Weightmans
team led by Ed Lewis were
very supportive throughout,
quick-acting and extremely
impressive – their proactive
approach really bucks the
trend.”
Ed Lewis
Weightmans
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His Honour Judge Gilbart
On his appointment as Justice of the High Court, HHJ Gilbart steps down as the Honorary Recorder of
Manchester. Nick Braslavsky, QC of Kings Chambers looks at his career...
Andrew Gilbart has been
one of the Northern Circuit’s most recognisable
figures over the past forty
years – initially as a larger
than life practitioner and
latterly as the much-respected
Honorary
Recorder of Manchester.
He was called to the Bar in
November 1972 having
overcome the hardships of
an education at Westminster
School and Trinity Hall, Cambridge. He arrived at Bow
Lane Chambers, Manchester
and became the pupil of
Nigel MacLeod who was an
established practitioner in
Town and Country Planning
cases in the slipstream of Sir
Iain Glidewell who had by
then left chambers for London upon taking silk and
later became a Justice of the
High Court and thereafter a
Lord Justice of Appeal.
Andrew developed a mixed
practice at first including a
considerable volume of
crime which stood him in
good stead for his later career path. By the early 1980s
(when I became his pupil) he
was an established planning

counsel and concentrated
upon that field of practice
throughout the rest of his career at the Bar.
As a circuiteer, Andrew never
tired of relating stories of his
cases and particularly of his
successes. There was no arrogance or one-upmanship.
It was pure, unadulterated
enthusiasm. I recall overhearing the following observation from a senior junior in
a robing room in the mid1980s: “…the thing about
Andrew is that he doesn’t tell
us enough about himself”.
Throughout his time in
chambers, Andrew was a
vigorous recruiter of pupils
for chambers. His belief was
that practitioners in chambers should ‘hunt in packs’.
He strongly rejected the idea
of trade protection and the
pulling up of the drawbridge
behind the last junior tenant.
It is his vision of recruitment
which has continued unabated in chambers and
which has been the principal
reason for its success.
He took silk in 1991, became
an Assistant Recorder in the

following year and a full
Recorder in 1996. Again, he
never tired of telling us of
the majesty of his decisionmaking or of the undoubted
winning point which could
have been (but was not)
taken by the losing party.
Andrew became Chairman
of the Mental Health Review
Tribunal in 2000 and Head of
Chambers in the following
year. He became a bencher
of his Inn in the same year.
His planning cases grew in
volume and complexity. He
appeared in the Manchester
airport second runway enquiry, in the planning appeals which led to the
development of the Trafford
Centre and in many and various planning cases of importance.
He was always a hard-working barrister and that ethos
became universal in chambers. Even if he had no urgent work to do over a
weekend he would take a
box of papers home on Friday and return them unmolested to chambers on
Monday morning. Somehow
their presence at home

acted like the suckling’s
dummy.
Andrew is a devoted family
man and takes enormous
pride in his two children,
Tom and Ruth. His unbridled
pleasure when Tom came to
the Bar in Manchester was
matched only by the children’s respective weddings
and Andrew’s elevation to
grandparenthood. It has always been warming to witness his love and respect for
his family.
In March 2004, Andrew became a Circuit Judge in the
Crown Court at Preston. I
doubt whether it would
have taken too long for him
to settle in and regale his
brother Judges with stories
of his cases in practice, in
Court that day or elsewhere.
His transition to criminal
cases was fairly seamless. He
did not flinch at the challenge of trying serious crime
and undertook the necessary reading and preparation with the usual devotion
and care.
I think it came as a surprise
to some when he was ap-

pointed Honorary Recorder
of Manchester in 2008. He
was immensely proud of
that appointment. In truth
he had a hard act to follow
when David Maddison left
Crown Square for the High
Court bench. Andrew did it
his way. He got to know
every member of the administrative staff by his or her
first name. He batted for his
staff vigorously and fearlessly when the government
(surprisingly) threatened further cuts and redundancies.
He embarked upon the organisation of his Circuit
Judge team by e-mail saturation bombing. A few resisted
but most, I suspect, saw the
process as an attempt to
make a difference. Support
and loyalty towards those he
believed in has been one of
his central characteristics
throughout the time I have
known him.
He worked fiercely hard at
his cases (which, by now, included a regular list of Administrative Law hearings
and applications) and at the
administrative tasks which
accompanied the office. He
had a clear view of his role

and duties which occasionally created a modest frisson
in the Court of Appeal Criminal Division. His ability to try
murders and other serious
crime as well as to determine
applications in complex applications for Judicial Review
undoubtedly highlighted his
prospects for yet further promotion.
It was with great pleasure
(and some real regret on the
part of the staff at Crown
Square) when Andrew’s appointment as a Justice of the
High Court was announced
in May 2013. Certain it is that
he will bring his endeavour,
ability and application to all
that he does. I doubt
whether it will be too long
before he ventures to suggest a better arrangement of
the universe for the Queen’s
Bench Division. All will be
done with charm and kindness and with respect and
integrity for that is the measure of the man.
Nick Braslavsky, QC
Kings Chambers,
Manchester

Ethos Forensics offer independent forensic consultancy and expert witness services. We specialise in body fluids evidence including
blood pattern analysis, DNA profiling interpretation including mixtures and Low Template DNA techniques, textile damage assessment,
sexual offences casework, cold case reviews and quality systems in forensic science. Ethos Forensics provide the following services:
● Forensic consultation in relation to DNA and body fluids evidence
● Expert witness services for prosecution or defence, including case review, reinterpretation of evidence and provision of expert

testimony at court
● Training and guest lecturing services in forensic awareness, DNA profiling, sexual offences investigation, case assessment and

interpretation, forensic quality systems or bespoke courses to meet your requirements. Courses are suitable for all audiences
including legal professionals, law enforcement personnel, medical practitioners, forensic experts, students or other interested
parties
● Quality systems consultancy to ISO 17025:2005, laboratory auditing services and quality investigations
● Scientific article writing

Contact us to discuss your requirements or for a free initial consultation.

07796 546 224
sue.carney@ethosforensics.com
www.ethosforensics.com
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Ralli and Factor 50 display the wow factor yet again
The partners and staff at
Ralli put the legal world
behind them recently as
they gathered over 300 of
their friends, clients and
contacts at The Point.

Key 103’s Darren Proctor
hosted the evening, and the
guests were moved by an
opening speech from
Adrian Anderson, head of
Ralli’s corporate division
who told how the group
began and welcomed Jon’s
family who travelled from
Northern Ireland to support
the event.

This was no legal conference of the kind they are
used to, but a fundraising
event to give much needed
support to Factor 50, a patient support group set up
by Gill Nuttall, Ralli’s PR and
marketing manager. Gill set
up the group when her family lost a friend, Jon Herron,
to melanoma in 2008. Ralli
has been supporting the
work of Factor 50 ever since.

Factor 50 founder Gillian Nuttall and Key 103’s Darren Proctor

Legal Teams dons Hats for Headway
Staff at Stephensons
Solicitors LLP (pictured)
raised almost £400 for the
brain injury charity, Headway, last week by creating
and wearing hats for the
day.

ham, partner and head of
Clinical Negligence at
Stephensons, said: “We are
so pleased to have doubled
the amount we raised for
charity this year to almost
£400.

The Clinical Negligence
team fundraises for the
charity each year as part of
Action for Brain Injury Week,
a nationwide awareness
week. As well as wearing
hats, the team had a dress
down day and held a raffle,
tombola and bake sale to
raise extra money. In total,
£378.05 was raised for
Headway.

“We had a lot of fun creating
our hats for Headway, in
order to raise awareness of a
very serious issue. The aim
of the week was to promote
understanding of all aspects
of brain injury and to highlight that work that Headway does to provide
information, support and
services to people with a
brain injury, their families
and carers.”

Stephensons’ Clinical Negligence and Personal Injury
departments act for people
who have been affected by
life-changing brain injuries
on a daily basis.
Judith

Thomas-Whitting-

Stephensons’ Clinical Negligence department is one of
the largest in the region.
The team advises members
of the public who have suffered negligence at the
hands of medical profes-

sionals, including GPs, surgeons, beauty therapists,
dentists and other practitioners. They assist individuals
in
recovering
compensation for injuries
and financial losses they
have suffered as a result of
negligence.
The firm’s Personal Injury
team also assists people
who have suffered brain injuries to gain compensation. The award-winning
team has specialists handling cases which involve
permanent injuries such as
brain damage, head and
spinal injuries. The department has a proven track
record in not only investigating and maximising the
financial aspects of a claim,
but also assisting in providing practical support and
other services to help people adapt to a dramatically
altered lifestyle.

Stephensons staff in their hats for Headway

Send news of your charity events to
j.baskerville@btconnect.com

Andy Flower OBE, England’s
director of cricket and Tim
Lovejoy, two of Factor 50’s
ambassadors appeared via
video links and on the night,
Big Brother’s Craig Phillips,
Holby City’s Ian Aspinall and
World Champion Boxer
Robin Reid also joined the
party.
Gill Nuttall said after the
event, “These events are
hard work, but so worthwhile. We have raised towards £30,000 and in this
current economic climate,
that is a fantastic amount.
We are grateful to everyone
who attended the event
and supported us financially”.

Ralli’s managing partner Martin Coyne with Debbie
Chapman, and Keron and Jonny Daniels

Marie Curie Spring Ladies Lunch
raises £4500
The partnership between
Chafes Solicitors and
Marie Curie has raised another £4,500 for the charity. Chafes has been
sponsoring the annual
Spring Ladies Lunch at
Adlington Hall near Macclesfield for six years now
and this was the biggest
to date with 120 guests.
Caroline Calverley, practice
manager at Chafes, said:
“We are delighted to be
able to support this great
cause. Over the years this
event has raised enough
money to enable Marie
Curie nurses to provide 790
hours of free nursing care to
patients in their own
homes.“
Holly Smith, community
fundraiser for Marie Curie
said: “We’re so grateful for
Chafes continued support
of our Spring Ladies Lunch –
it really does make a huge
difference to the money
we’re able to raise at the
event. Our nurses provide
hands on care, free of
charge, to allow people with
cancer and other terminal
illnesses the choice of dying
at home. It is only with the
support of companies like
Chafes that we’re able to
provide this care.”
Chafes also sponsor the ‘Volunteer of the Year’ award

Mary Webster
and this year’s winner was
Mary
Webster
from
Knutsford. Mary said of receiving her award: “I thank
Chafes and Marie Curie for
this award. It’s great to hear
words of appreciation but it
was my good luck which
gave me the opportunity to
support Marie Curie. I am a
cancer survivor. I was lucky
my tumour was found early,
that surgery was successful
and that chemo did its
deadly mopping up. That’s
when I came into contact
with Marie Curie, some fourteen years ago. Since then
it’s been a privilege, and
mostly a pleasure, to help
with fundraising events. I

say mostly a pleasure because the odd time when
you are stood out in the
wind and rain it’s difficult to
believe you were enjoying
yourself, that is until you
consider the alternative of
being unwell at home, in a
hospital or hospice or no
longer around. It’s during
those times I can truthfully
say “I am lucky to be here.”
Holly said: “We’re delighted
to present the Volunteer
Award to Mary. It’s a special
way for us to say thank you
to dedicated volunteers like
Mary who put in lots of time
and effort to help us.”
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This month we launch a new column by Adam Jupp, Head of Business, MEN Media. This month
Adam gives his view on the legal aid cuts......
One thing I have spent a lot
of time doing over the past
10 years is sit in courtrooms.
Don't worry, I don't have any
deep or dark secrets (at least
of a criminal kind) but, like all
journalists who have carved a
career in regional newspapers, court reporting is something I have done my fair
share of.
Up until four years or so ago,
I would find myself in magistrates and Crown Courts up to
four times a week.

Adam Jupp
As a result, I had a lot of contact with solicitors and barristers on both sides of the fence
– prosecution and defence.
Many of these individuals became not just people I had to
deal with professionally, but
close contacts and, in many
cases, friends.
That is why I have huge sympathy for the plight of criminal lawyers given the

government's proposed reform of the justice system.
For those who have not kept
tabs on the situation, Whitehall wants to slash £220m
from the annual criminal case
Legal Aid budget in England
and Wales.
Under the proposals, defendants entitled to Legal Aid
will not be able to choose
who represents them and will
instead be allocated a lawyer
by the state.
That means someone on an
assault charge may end up
with a solicitor that has a particular expertise in defending
driving offences and vice
versa.
Lawyers in this region are
protesting, saying our world
famous criminal justice system will be undermined.
Crucially, fewer firms will be
allowed to carry out Legal Aid
work and will be paid less for
doing so.

Many people find it difficult to
sympathise with lawyers they
consider to be “fat cats” but,
from my experience, this is
not necessarily the case in the
criminal arena.
Legal Aid work is already less
well-paid when compared to
other areas of specialism and
these changes risk putting
many firms out of practice.
And when I say firms, I am not
typically talking about giant
legal practices in shiny city
centres offices, like former
viewers of LA Law may visualise.
In most cases, these are SMEs,
occupying offices on village
and town high streets, contributing to local economies
in their own way.
They may not be big employers in their own right but for
every individual firm that
goes under, there will not
only be solicitors looking for
something else to do but secretaries, office juniors and

other support staff.
During my time covering the
courts, I of course saw the
good, the bad and the ugly.
There were those who always
went the extra mile for their
clients, those who didn't,
those who were experts and
picking up new clients and
those who weren't.
But the point with it all was
that it was an open market
place, like any other professions.
Those who did the best job of
picking up business and then
went on to deliver the best
service were the most likely to
get referrals and repeat business.
This natural process had the
effect of ensuring members
of the public were served as
well as possible by the criminal justice system.
If course, in the current economic climate, no area of

public spending is immune to
cuts and rightly so.
However, it does feel like
these proposals do threaten
what lawyers are calling our
'world-renowned' justice system.
In addition, there is a real danger of established solicitors
practices which rely on Legal
Aid work being put out of
business, which has huge employment implications.
The government's consultation period is now over and
another bone of contention is
the fact it was only open for
two months.
It is now a case of watch this
space in terms of what the
government decides to do.
I just hope ministers fully consider the implications of their
actions, as they look to find
the savings they feel they
need to.
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Talking Heads
The Jackson Reforms were introduced just three months ago, so we asked practitioners
“ Will costs management bring real advantages for clients in commercial litigation?”
pect of the reforms is a
change for the better: burdening successful parties
with greater irrecoverable
costs and allowing potential
savings for those who are
unsuccessful would run
contrary to most people's
sense of justice.

will benefit some parties in
litigation. But it's difficult to
see how the main purpose
of costs budgeting - giving
certainty to costs in litigation - can be achieved.
Jeff Lewis
Brabners

further guidance on the correct new approach the
courts should take with
costs would be useful leading to real advantages for
clients in terms of proportionality of costs.
Michael Clavell-Bate
Manchester

Andrew Farrell
JMW Solicitors LLP

I am inclined to answer “yes”,
and more resoundingly
where the client is engaged
in commercial litigation of a
modest value (£100,000 –
250,000). Of course the introduction of costs management and budgeting in
multi-track cases below a
value of £2m after 1 April
2013 represents a major culture change for litigators
and for the judiciary. It will
require legal representatives (both solicitors and
barristers) to get on top of
the case at a much earlier
stage and in rather more detail, if a realistic budget is to
be produced in time for the
first CMC.
It is hardly surprising then
that there has been a fair bit
of critical and, at times, cynical comment on the new
regime from various quarters, including solicitors,
barristers, academic commentators and judges. It
remains to be seen whether
costs management will
prove beneficial to commercial litigation overall.
From the client’s point of
view the new transparency
about costs must be a welcome development and the
ability to limit the other
side’s costs to an amount
known early on in the litigation process a real and substantial benefit. With costs
management the client will
be better informed at the
outset what his potential
costs recovery or exposure
might be. That, in turn,
should enable him to make
more informed decisions,
including whether to pursue or contest the case to
trial or to seek a realistic settlement.
Susanne Muth
St John’s Buildings

The cost of litigation depends on many variable factors – the complexity of the
facts and relevant law is just
the starting point. There
will be many unanswered
questions, about how the
parties intend to deal with
the case and each other, at
the time of completing
Precedent H.
It is worrying that even
though a differential between actual costs and budgeted costs is highly
probable, budgets are effectively being “written in
stone” (there is only very
limited scope for change
once they are set) at a very
early stage in a manner that
effectively fixes a party’s
costs recovery at the end of
the case.
Successful parties, who do
not exceed their budgets,
are expected to benefit
under the new regime as
they ought to recover the
costs they have incurred.
However, because of the
risk of not recovering costs,
parties may not keep their
budgets to a minimum. The
result is that you cannot be
sure how realistic your opponent’s budget is and
there can now be costly
satellite litigation around
the exercise of cost budgeting. It is not certain that the
costs of detailed assessment will be avoided either.
Unsuccessful parties might
also be given an unwarranted advantage where
their opponents exceed
their budget even if they
conduct the matter reasonably and proportionately. A
party who expects to lose
may be tempted to force
their opponent to exceed
their budget, or exploit the
risk of that occurring, in
order to procure a better
settlement for themselves.
It is hard to see how this as-

The judiciary has to be careful in its approach to the implementation of costs
management, as always
properly handled and considered management by
reference to the input of
those concerned and experienced in the management
and budgeting of cases,
whatever the result, will be
respected. What will not be
respected however is the
imposition of budgets without proper regard to or consideration of what is
actually involved in commercial litigation.
Mark Harper
Kings Chambers

Whilst there's no doubt that
certainty and transparency
are desirable objectives for
parties involved in litigation,
I can't help but question
whether the Jackson reforms are actually going to
achieve those objectives.
First, no costs budget will
even be set until the Case
Management Conference
takes place. By then, a lot of
work will have been done:
all of the pre-action work
and the statements of case not to mention all the
preparation for the CMC.
Secondly, costs budgets can
be revised or exceeded for
good reason. So clients
don't get the certainty they
want.
Thirdly, the costs of any interim applications which
weren't reasonably foreseeable at the time the costs
budget was set can be
added on to the costs
budget. Again, this gives
rise to an uncertainty that
won't help clients.
Fourthly, costs budgeting
doesn't even purport to
provide certainty for a
party's own legal costs.
Whilst we are bound to give
estimates to our clients,
that's a different proposition to giving them certainty,
especially
as
estimates can vary as cases
develop.
It would be churlish not to
recognise that some of Lord
Justice Jackson's reforms

The issue of legal costs has
always been an important
concern for clients in commercial litigation, however,
the Jackson reforms as incorporated into the CPR for
cases commenced from 1
April 2013 have focused the
minds of legal advisers and
clients alike. The reforms
aim to ensure that the costs
of civil litigation are not disproportionate to the matters in issue.
The reforms require the parties to engage in additional
formalities including the
preparation and exchange
of litigation budgets at an
early stage of litigation
which are updated at each
stage in the proceedings.
This, in theory, should benefit clients as they will have
a greater financial interest in
the level of costs which are
being incurred on their behalf leading to in depth
planning and greater
scrutiny given to budgets
by their legal advisers.
Judges are given a wide discretion in relation to costs
and the success of the reforms will depend on how
vigorously judges case
manage and whether or not
parties will be held to their
costs budgets. It is still early
days, and the full measure
of the Jackson reforms do
not currently apply to many
cases, but initial results from
cases management conferences appear mixed.
A clearer a picture of how
costs are dealt with following the reforms will emerge
over time but it seems that

From the point of view of
the client-solicitor relationship there should be no impact/change as (a factor
which appears to be overlooked by those behind and
charged with implementing
the reforms) good practice
has always dictated that solicitors will provide clients
with budgets and estimates
for work carried out on their
behalf and negotiations will
take place as to the rates
charged.
In principle there should be
an advantage to a client in
knowing throughout the
case what (in the event of
being ordered to pay the
same) its potential liability
to the other side will be,
thereby allowing for proper
litigation risk management.
The problem however is
that there is as yet no real
guidance as to what will be
classed as being a “good
reason”for being able to depart from a set budget.
The real concern however is
the tactical posturing by
Defendants (already in evidence) who, knowing they
will struggle to defend liability, are seeking to place
pressure on Claimants by
seeking stringent costs
management orders by reference to the rates that they
have imposed on their
lawyers. In effect they seek
to limit the recoverable resources a Claimant will be
able to employ in the litigation. It remains to be seen
whether or not the judiciary
will be alive to this and how
they will respond.

The view a client is likely to
take of the impact of the
Jackson reforms will be
coloured by their experience of the pre-Jackson
regime. For defendants previously on the wrong end of
conditional fee agreements
and ATE costs, the changes
will be considered positive.
Defendants will not have
any nasty shocks when they
come to try and settle a case
and the costs liability at
conclusion should be lower
without the success fee element and ATE premium
The downside is the inevitable increase in costs at
an earlier stage. The preparation of Precedent H and
other documents that are
used in the costs management process and the liklihood of a much longer Case
Management Hearing will
front load the cost to the
client. Clients who issue
proceedings will have to accept that they will incur significant costs dealing with
what they may regard as administrative matters before
the directions "proper" get
underway.
Ian McConkey
DAC Beachcroft LLP
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Legal eagle leads GB to victory
Forget Murray…
One of Manchester’s leading commercial and intellectual property lawyers has
led his country to victory by
“blowing away” the competition at a world team championship earlier this month.
Mark Openshaw-Blower,
head of commercial and
managing partner at boutique business law firm
Turner Parkinson, journeyed
“across the pond” to take
part in the over-50s Real
Tennis World Team Championships in Philadelphia. As
part of a seven man team,
Mark defended Great Britain’s title against teams
from USA and Australia in
the round-robin tournament known as “The Cockram Trophy”.
Leading up to the tournament, Mark trained at venues across the country
including Manchester Tennis and Racquet Club in Salford and London’s Hampton
Court Palace.
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Manchester Law Society
New Initiative
IT Directors Forum
With an inaugural meeting at the offices of DWF in Manchester on
17 July 2013 Manchester Law Society is launching an IT Directors
Forum.
This is designed so that directors and senior managers in IT within medium to large law firms
can network and benefit from one another’s experiences. Managing Partners should encourage their heads of IT to participate.
The first meeting, thanks to their hospitality will be at DWF in Spinningfields starting at 08.30
– gathering from 08.00 and closing at 10.30. This meeting’s Sponsorship is from Converge
IT/Smart Legal

Mark Openshaw-Blower
Made famous by Henry VIII,
real tennis or “the sport of
kings” is considered the
original racquet sport from
which the modern game of
tennis is descended and is
still played by a large number of enthusiasts in UK,
USA, Australia and France.

thrilled to have retained
Great Britain’s title against
some extremely stiff competition and where the
standard of play was incredibly high. Hopefully, the
team will be able to repeat
our success at the next
Championships,
taking
place in London in 2015.”

Regarding the team’s victory, Mark said: “We are

Slater & Gordon Trainee Solicitor raises
£5,123.29 for Ugandan Schools Charity
Charlotte Brinsley of Slater & Gordon
lawyers organised a Charity Golf Day
on 5th June 2013 at Romiley Golf Club
in aid of the Helping Uganda Schools
charity (HUGS). The trainee solicitor at
Slater & Gordon was made a trustee of
HUGS in 2010 after her determination
in raising funds for the Charity following a visit to Uganda in 2009.
The charity has brought education and
vocational training to nearly 1,000 children in Uganda, believing that education
is the only real escape route from
poverty. They have helped to build both
a primary and secondary school in the
southern region of Uganda, as well as a
school for children with learning disabilities. Most recently HUGS have commissioned for a school to be built at Rukira in
Rwanda to bring children together of all
races and faiths.
Charlotte has organised the event for 4
years, which has been historically supported by members of the legal profession, most notably Slater Heelis
Solicitors. However, this year the Manchester Law Society dusted off their
clubs and entered a team to compete in

Charlotte Brinsley
the competition. Captained by President,
Sucheet Amin a team comprising of Chris Sutton
(JMW), Steve Kuncewicz (Bermans) and David
Anderson (St Johns Buildings) drew envious
glances from their opponents, hitting bunkers
and ponds along the way! Slater & Gordon entered a team, captained by Ed Kitchen, but unlike the Manchester Law Society team they stayed far
away from those bunkers
and managed to land themselves 3rd prize in the competition winning a pair of 6
spike golf shoes!
A great day was enjoyed by
all, and with HUGS operating as a ‘no overheads’ organisation, the £5,123.29
raised will be applied directly for the educational
work in Uganda and
Rwanda.

David Anderson, Steve Kuncewicz, Chris Sutton and Such Amin

It will be chaired by Richard Hodkinson, Chief Technology Officer of DWF and will cover;
Constitution (Chatham House Rules)
Organisation and officers
Debate lead by Richard on “The IT/CIO relationship with his law firm and his role in the
firm’s strategy”
Topics for the next two meetings will be published in advance- already for consideration
are;
Vendor management
Project management, shared risks, payment terms, acceptance criteria
Governance and Risk management
Information security
COLP & COFA
Client information
BC & DR
Innovation – what doors can be opened
Enquires to Manchester Law Society offices FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
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Thrive or Survive

The Challenging Question
After five years of recession, are you considering a
path to growth or a fight
for survival?
This challenging choice is
hardly surprising when you
consider that turnover in the
legal sector began falling in
2006, ahead of the overall
UK economy, and that, after
a temporary rise in 2010 the
declining trend has continued with a fall of 3% in 2011
and further 1.5% in the first
half of 2012 (source: Barclays
Bank, UK Professional Services Report, Autumn 2012).
The slightly comforting
news is that you are not on
your own with many firms either approaching or already
at this key strategic crossroad.
Whilst the diversity of the
100 largest firms has protected them from the worst
ravages, even this group is
predicted to see a slowing of
growth to around 5% in
2012-13 reflecting subdued
domestic activity, client
pressure for lower fees and
the effects of changes introduced under the Legal Services Act.
Smaller firms, however, have
and are likely to continue to
suffer more. With a greater
dependence on fee income
from a narrower and less
complex range of activities
(such as wills and probate,
personal accident litigation,
small claims and conveyancing), smaller practices are
also likely to be impacted by
an intensification of competition from new market entrants. These firms will also
be affected by the enactment of the LASPO bill
which will see the £2bn annual legal aid budget reduced by £350m. Further
consolidation is therefore
predicted amongst smaller
scale firms as they seek to
absorb the impact of reduced funding.

strategy of where the concentration will be and a focused action plan supported
by
adequate
funding.
Growth normally absorbs
cash in its early stages. The
formulation of these components begins with the analysis of key areas such as the
target market and client
needs, products and services, the competition, the
strengths and weaknesses of
the practice team, the financial performance and the
funding arrangements.
Growth can be elusive so, if
you your firm is not confident in its ability and/or desire to grow in the near
future, a survival strategy
may be more appropriate. In
this case, the twin aims must
be to structure your business
to be profitable at today’s income level whilst maintaining a positive cash flow. An
ability to improve margins,
productivity, expense levels
and cash flow will almost
certainly be required.

To achieve sustained and
successful growth, a business ideally will have a clear
vision of its future, a robust

Appreciate your true potential for growth and set
achievable goals
Identify and overcome the
barriers that are obstructing
your growth
Learn new skills with peers
at tailored workshops and
master classes
Energise your plans with
one-to-one leadership and
management advice
Attract investment by developing your funding proposition and introducing you to
funders
Stimulate your service development and motivate your
employees
Meet the peers who have
tackled the same barriers as
you
Case Study – How one
legal firm is achieving successful growth
BERG SOLICITORS

Help is available for ambitious firms

1. Practice Background

There’s no doubt that
growth is a desirable
prospect for any business in
the legal sector, but for
many, there are various challenges in making it happen
and ensuring the potential
of the company is realised.
For several business owners,
having the time to step back
and work on planning and
strategy is a challenge,
whereas for others, accessing the finance to ensure
sustainable growth can be
difficult.

Based in Manchester, Berg is
a medium sized law firm offering a range of legal services. These are aimed at the
commercial client and there
has been an increasing
awareness that the firm does
not simply want to be seen
as “another commercial law
firm.” Key practice areas :
corporate,
commercial,
property, employment, dispute resolution/litigation.

The scale of the challenge is
shown by research conducted by Business Link.
They found that whilst 74%
of UK SMEs want their businesses to grow, only 33%
do…. But now, you can get
specialist help to overcome
the barriers and maximize
your performance.

Berg has been through a period of transition over the
past year or so with a number of partners leaving the
practice or agreeing a
change in their status. This
was necessary to equip the
firm with a revised partnership framework that was
strong enough to withstand
the difficult economic conditions but flexible enough to
take advantage of new opportunities. There was a desire to move the firm away
from the traditional partnership framework and to
adopt a more corporate
structure. The firm also
wished to reduce its reliance
on transactional work – either corporate or litigation,
and to grow a client base
which has a higher propor-

Which way to go?
With a currently reduced
margin for error, the choice
of which direction to go
should only be made after a
careful consideration of the
implications of the growth
and survival options.

assists ambitious firms to
achieve rapid and sustainable growth by helping you
to:

The Growth Accelerator
Service
The Growth Accelerator
service is a flagship government programme that is
heavily subsidized and provides business development
coaching, access to finance,
help to innovate, access to
leadership and management training and technique
workshops. The programme

2. Situation at the start of
the GA programme

tion of clients with a regular
legal spend of over £20,000
per annum.
Some key areas to focus on
for Berg are in the education

more transactional assignments which will increasingly be provided via the
agreement of fixed fee contracts. The rationale for this
comes from the reputation

contact Berg to discuss the
extent to which they may or
may not have a claim in the
area of interest rate swaps,
and how best any such
claims can be pursued.

The scale of the challenge is shown by
research conducted by Business Link. They
found that whilst 74% of UK SMEs want
their businesses to grow….but only 33% do.
sector, housing/care, and
digital and creative industries, as these are sectors
where the firm already has
some experience and which
they believe will be of significant benefit in terms of
growth. The over arching
aim is to gear the practice up
to have a much more sectoral focus.
3. The GA objectives/scope
of works
Working with their Business
Coach, Berg developed a 3
year Visioning Orbit and created a 12 month action plan
detailing the vital few objectives for the company and
how these will be achieved.
Having developed the orbit
and single page plan, work
with the business development function to help create
an implementable sales and
marketing strategy (including on and offline).
Given the objectives contained within the orbit, identify
an
appropriate
management structure to
aid overall implementation.
4. Main actions & achievements
With help from the Business
Coach, Berg’s main achievement so far has been the
identification of the need to
create two business streams,
one focusing on litigation
and the other dealing with

that the firm has for strong
and successful litigation.
Using this as its “attack
brand”, clients will be provided with an opportunity to
consider using the firm for
other, non contentious matters.
Within the litigation side of
the business, the firm has
also decided to focus on specific industry verticals. In particular, it is looking to
leverage its existing market
leading position on interest
rate swaps; into the future, it
appreciates that it will then
need to invest some of the
cash generated from this initiative into research and development to find other
areas where it can provide
appropriate legal services. In
the short term, this will
mean highlighting its work
in financial and regulatory
disputes.
5. Key benefits & results
The Managing Partner, Alison Loveday, is currently well
positioned as an industry expert on interest rate swaps
and has discussed the topic
via a number of media channels including radio and television.
The firm is in the process of
using online marketing
channels as well as lead generation techniques to encourage companies to

If your firm wants to grow and believes that business
development coaching, access to finance, help to innovate and
access to leadership and management training could help, then
follow thousands of businesses and explore the Growth
Accelerator option by contacting Sue Warburton, the Business
Development Manager for Growth Accelerator on 0161 876
4922, 07738 355736 or email s.warburton@winning-pitch.co.uk

The non litigation part of the
business is therefore being
encouraged to act with a degree more autonomy so that
it can be responsible for its
own sales and profitability.
The firm is moving towards a
more corporate model and
away from the traditional
partnership style. A Financial Director has been appointed and each practice
area is being encouraged to
develop as a profit centre in
its own right – with responsibility for its own sales and
profitability.
The GA coaching sessions
continue to provide support
to the senior partners in
their quest to implement
their orbit vision.
6. Berg quote/testimony
The G A coaching sessions
have been very helpful in assisting the partners identify
the key issues that need to
be addressed and barriers to
growth. A focus on “outcomes” has been encouraged, with plans then being
worked up in a systematic
way to measure and achieve
those outcomes. Overall, the
sessions have encouraged a
more disciplined and analytical approach to the business.
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Management Matters
This column is now into its fifth year and feedback is still good. We would still like to receive observations and ideas for future
issues. Please mail Bill Kirby at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com or the publisher Julia Baskerville at
j.baskerville@btconnect.com
Challenges

Business Acquisition

We are all very conscious of our business challenges – cash,
new clients, competition, net profit, gross profit, client experience and retaining and cross selling, productivity, efficiency.
These challenges are being met with very wide degrees of effectiveness and is resulting in the inevitable commercial pressures both today and with unpredictable futures.

Inbound - We spend a great deal of money in marketing – I
know its all relative – we advertise, we are on panels, we have
referrers and we utilise our web site. Then what – someone
may contact us through the web site, via a quotation system,
via e-mail or telephone. Find out how IT can assist here by
helping you manage the contact. Can the system operate at
contact level, do a conflict check, send and record e-mails and
letters with this new entity receive a quotation and even
achieve an electronic signature. Believe it or not, 70% of the
products out there can do very much of this but it is not deployed. How this is organised by firm will be different – departmental, new client advisers, call centre or marketing.
Workflow potentially can be deployed, potential clients will
get a good service, SLAs can be deployed and business source
and conversion rates fully understood and worked on.

In my day job I get to see and hear of many law firms and see
many IT suppliers to the legal sector – both infrastructure and
PMS/CMS applications. Over the last three weeks I have seen
ten demonstrations from suppliers to the sector including in
some cases incumbent suppliers.
The scary thing is that there is so much evidence of major
gaps in communication between suppliers, in house IT and
those with the challenge of managing the practice – to the
extent that those with the business challenges are in some
case not aware of what the products that they have already
can do for them. Department heads and managing partners
complaining about IT but also not having even seen what
their IT could do for them.
There is a blame - those heads, in house IT and the suppliers. It
is crazy that suppliers allow firms not to effectively use their
products and even go and seek replacement products when
they have what they need or can certainly utilise much more
effectively.
Some things to Explore;
It is well worth challenging IT and IT suppliers in some key
areas. To start with it is well worth thinking of the business
process through the firm from securing a client to archiving
the file and reminding him that you offer repeat and other
services for life, his family or the rest of his organisation.
Recently we have looked a the client experience of contact
with the firm and the mystery shopping exercise and the culture requirements around that. I have also said a couple of
times and will do so again – don’t take other peoples words
for the fact that you have business continuity and DR and remember that back up is neither of those.
This month we are going to be a little more practical in looking at how IT can help meet the major challenges.

Outbound – Take as read that the historically neglected marketing module can run events and do mail campaigns. The
marketing team however need to fully understand the information about clients already on the database to enable cross
selling and repeat business. For those of you that have not
had full transactions converted from old systems or client
marketing on separate databases invest the time and money
to get this information onto your prime system and never let
it happen again when you change systems – live matter and
balance data conversions are just not enough. Once the marketing team understand that segmentation by branch, post
code, by work-type, by date data can be extracted from the
current database they are then in a position to run campaigns
on any of those criteria – much more effective

activities such as marketing.
MLS IT Directors Forum
Inaugural Meeting
08.00 on 17 July
At DWF – Spinningfields
Sponsored by ConvergeIT/Smart Legal
Managing Partners get your IT Heads there
Case and Matter Management
First, beware the supplier that offers a tool kit only. It means
that the responsibility for all the benefits of case management
is on your shoulders and hard to benefit from. Most relevant
suppliers to firms outside of the top 100 firms will offer a
starter pack for many workflows – even your current supplier
may have some of these but hasn’t told you. Rapidly deployment can be achieved to meet many of the business objectives with a pragmatic approach to this, let it bed in and then
amend in a controlled way in the future.
Matter Management – Very easily achieved in
every system. This is an electronic file which operates with client and matter inception, compliance
routines (Lexcel core) and then just the filing of
two way documents and e-mails. Find out how
your system can do this and then immediately stop
secretaries and fee earners filing precedents and
completed documents outside of the matter on
their old H, K or J drive. It is risky and you haven’t
got client/matter data in one place for compliance
and management routines. Many of the systems
these days will automatically file e-mails.

Client and Matter Creation

Case Management – Check out standard workflows from your supplier, if they don’t exist for all
work-types and this will be the case in some specialist areas you can build your own or go for a
third party. Technology these days enables a relatively easy interface between products.

This often takes too long. Fee earners may be accountable for
this but that does not mean they have to do all the work. Review how this aspect of IT can potentially be handled by different staff and certainly dependencies of the business
source. If we have used our contact database workflow to acquire the client much of the critical data is already there and
the flag just needs changing.

Third Party Interfaces – Major enhancements and
cost savings are available here by understanding
how your IT product can automatically interface
with for example with ETSOS (property searches),
SmartSearch (ID checks), precedents, forms, digital
dictation. S much time to be saved and where appropriate disbursements caught.

Compliance
This is what workflow is also all about yet still many firms with
IT systems are concerned about the manual processing.
Through workflow all aspects of compliance and risk management can be handled. Some suppliers even offer a core Lexcel
compliance starter kit. The systems can tell us whether care
letters with estimates have been returned, record conflict
checks and risk assessments and store against the files, electronically handle MLO requirements by easy scanning of ID or
automatically going off to ID suppliers like SmartSearch, storing the response against the file and the very clever ones
posting disbursements. As files are worked systems can give
countdowns and warnings as WIP approaches estimate levels.
Complaints handling and file reviews can also be automated
and reported upon – find out how much of this your IT investment can provide.
Time Recording
Still a chore for many - and still so many fee earners under
record time. It is best to capture it all even though arrangements with clients may prohibit billing it all. Find out whether
your system enables time to take place automatically on completion of a task such as reviewing an e-mail or letter, sending
an e-mail or letter or any other task. Most can be set these
days to tell you that a unit or multiple has been recorded and
all that is needed by the fee earner is to confirm or enhance
the time recorded. Find out if your system can record non
chargeable time on a matter and also for non matter related

Billing
With most systems these days billing does not have to be hit
and miss as billing profiles by client and matter can be implemented at the start of a file and draft bills automatically presented against stages, value or time – this can be efficiently
done i.e. cost saving, can aid cash flow and produce a happier
client – check your options.
Management Information
Major enhancements over the last few years from simple enquiries, configured enquiries, warnings and triggers, KPIs
through to Standard Reports. KPIs and triggers are critical
tools for the modern firm. KPIs giving key information against
targeted areas with sufficient warning to affect performance.
Well thought out management information automatically
produced will certainly aid the delivery of our initial challenges.
Let us all make sure that we are getting the real benefits available from our IT investment. Or at least find out what they are.

Bill Kirby is a director of Professional Choice Consultancy offering advice to
firms from business strategy, planning business development and all things IT
including effective use and outsourcing continuity and DR. He can be contacted at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com
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Mediation Matters

MYSG News
Summer has well and truly
arrived with the summer
soiree held at Eperney having now taken place. There
were copious amounts of
champagne and a fabulous
time was had by all, it certainly was a fitting start to
the summer season. Thanks
go to St Johns Buildings ,
BCL Legal and Wesleyan
who were extremely kind
sponsors and the photos of
the event are on the MYSG
website.
Please do visit the website
for photos from all of the
events, which show that the
young solicitors of Manchester are certainly keen
quiz participants, in particular you will note that members
of
the
MYSG
committee actually won the
quiz– proof that brain cells
may actually work better
when wine and beer are
consumed!
There are some exciting
forthcoming events, in particular we are very pleased
to announce that we have
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secured the services of Mr
Clotheshow himself, Jeff
Banks, who will be coming
to Manchester in September to give the young professionals of Manchester
style tips of how to dress to
impress. We are extremely
excited about this event,
which is aimed at the fashion forward male professional as well as the female
professional. We anticipate
that this event will take
place to welcome the newly
qualified solicitors to the
MYSG, and to give them the
opportunity to start their
new careers with a brand
new wardrobe!
Before that, we have the
now infamous MYSG summer BBQ at the newly refurbished Atlas Bar. This is an
extremely popular event,
and who can blame the
young solicitors of Manchester for wanting to partake in some burger and
beer action – fingers
crossed the sun will be shining on the beer garden of
Atlas on the 4th July! Please

do look out for an email
from the MYSG to register
for this event.
If any MYSG member does
have any suggestions for
events which they would
like to attend, please do
contact the committee via
the
website
www.mysg.org.uk.
The MYSG has over 1,000 members and we invite qualified solicitors up to 10 years PQE
(excluding Partners) from in
and around Manchester to join
our group. We arrange social
events for solicitors, networking
events with other professional
groups in Manchester including
bankers, accountants and surveyors, educational and CPD
seminars, and other events
which we think will be of interest
to our members. Membership is
free and the costs of our events
are met by sponsors. If you
would like to join the MYSG and
you do not currently receive our
emails, please email us at
info@mysg.org.uk, or contact us
through
our
website,
www.mysg.org.uk or via our
Facebook page, "Manchester
Lawyers".

Ths month sees the launch of a new column in The Messenger, examining all aspects of mediation and reporting on updates and
changes within the field. In this edition Tim Wallis of North West
Mediation Solutions looks at the Jackson reforms...

The impact of the Jackson reforms on ADR and mediation
What do civil litigators think will be the impact of the Jackson reforms on ADR and mediation? It is common ground that because the reforms are so extensive it is difficult to predict their outcome with any precision. A recent survey by civil mediation provider North
West Mediation Solutions (NWMS) has thrown some light on how it is anticipated that
mediation might be affected by these changes.
Those surveyed were solicitors, barristers, accountants and businesses on the NWMS mailing list. The fact that they were on this list denotes that they have previously used NWMS
mediators or shown an interest in doing so.
Jackson reforms will lead to greater use of mediation.
This was the view of 74% of respondents and is, perhaps, not a great surprise. The new
approach on proportionality, case management, cost management, cost budgeting, fixed
fees and funding arrangements all point in the direction of mediation being used more
rather than less.
Jackson LJ, in his Costs Review, suggested that mediation should be used more. Particular areas such as personal injury and SME disputes were mentioned. He recommended
that the Civil Justice Council (CJC) should arrange for authoritative guidance to be published and this has now been done: OUP have bought out “The Jackson ADR Handbook”.
The Handbook has been endorsed by the CJC, the Civil Mediation Council and, significantly, the Judicial College. The Handbook’s foreward was written by Lord Dyson MR and
there is an eminent Editorial Advisory Board co chaired by Lord Neuberger of Abbotsbury
and Lord Clarke of Stone-cum-Ebony. This is a bench book with some senior judicial clout
behind it and the fact that a copy has been provided to all members of the judiciary may
stimulate judicial encouragement of mediation whenever case management issues are
considered.
Judges are already promoting mediation.
This was the opinion of 56% of correspondents. The impact of “The Jackson ADR Handbook” remains to be seen but it is unlikely that it will result in that statistic reducing. A
case study used at a recent Commercial Litigation Association (CLAN) conference in London was based on an actual post-Jackson case management conference in Manchester.
Various case management issues were handled differently and the judge’s questions
about mediation related to when (not whether) it would be used and how disclosure
could be dealt with in a manner that was consistent with an early mediation.
What do you look for in a mediator?

Save UK Justice

Whether the court encourages mediation, the client asks for it or you advise that this is
the best path, the time will come when you have to locate an appropriate mediator or
consider suggestions made by the other party. What selection criteria might be adopted?
The NWMS survey asked about this, focusing on the debate about whether the perceived
expertise of the mediator was more crucial than the mediator’s specialist area of expertise, or vice versa. 74% of those surveyed said that for them the expertise of the mediator
was the key quality.
How have the Jackson reforms affected mediation business at NWMS?

please sign the e petition

Peter Whitman, Director of NWMS, found that the first six weeks following the introduction of the reforms showed a drop in enquiries for mediators. This period, however, was
followed by a flurry of activity, showing an increase of 18% over the figures for the first 5
months of last year, which in themselves, on a twelve month basis, showed an increase
of 80% over 2011. It looks as though the Jackson effect” is starting to make itself felt.
What does this mean for litigators and clients?

Or it could all end in tears...
http://epetitions.direct.gov.uk/petitions/48628

Is your glass half full or half empty? Some lawyers might think that it is bad for business
if mediation means that cases settle earlier. The client satisfaction factor points the other
way and certainly the potential for further business from repeat users, and recommendations from satisfied client, will only be enhanced and increased by early deals terminating the exposure to risk represented by ongoing litigation.
Tim Wallis is a mediator with North West Mediation Solutions and other mediation
organisations. He is also a solicitor, a member of the Civil Justice Council, and independent Chairman of Claims Portal Limited and the Association of British Insurers’
GTA Technical Committee on credit hire.
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Simpson Millar launches immigration service
With the recruitment of two
immigration solicitors and a
legal adviser, national law
firm Simpson Millar has
launched a dedicated service for individuals and families seeking to work, visit or
integrate into the UK.
The immigration team will
offer advice on all aspects of
immigration, asylum and nationality law from the firm's
Leeds, Manchester and London offices
Sumita Gupta qualified as a
solicitor in 2001 and immediately began her career in immigration law; a path she has
remained firmly on ever since.
As head of Simpson Millar's
Immigration Team, she provides advice and assistance in
all areas of immigration and
public law. Also part of the
team is solicitor, Arif Khalfe
and legal adviser, Bhavini
Bhatt. Together they will be
helping foreign nationals and
overseas workers tackle the
complexities of the UK immigration system.
The new Immigration Team
will assist people that have a
right to enter or remain in the
UK, as well as businesses
seeking to recruit staff in the
country - some with potentially complex and urgent applications and appeals.
"Whether you are seeking to

Bhavini Bhatt, Arif Khalfe and Sumita Gupta
work, study or join family
members in the UK, being refused entry by the Border
Agency or being ordered to
leave when you have a legal
right to remain in the country
can be frustrating. Often,
these decisions are ill informed and in breach of people's basic human rights.
On the commercial side,
Simpson Millar's Immigration
Team will assist with applications from business visitors,
skilled workers, investors and
entrepreneurs, as well as with
EEA applications and applications on behalf of temporary
and charitable workers.
Business that have been the
target of a UKBA fine following a raid on their premises

will be able to call on the firm
to help negotite down fines
for employing overseas nationals without sufficient documentation.
Commercial litigator and immigration solicitor, Arif has
carved a niche for assisting
skilled workers in particular making sure their immigration papers giving them a
right to work in the country
are in order. "Immigration advice is often needed urgently
and with great attention to
detail so that is what I make
an effort to provide; no nonsense and swift action."
Sumita will be based in Simpson Millar's Manchester office,
Bhavini in London and Arif in
Leeds.
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Spinal injury work recognised with
Award for Cathy
A Manchester solicitor has
been recognised for her
outstanding contribution
to work on behalf of people with spinal injuries.
Catherine Leech from law
firm, Pannone, received
the ‘Excellence in Legal
Care’ Award at the SIA
(Spinal Injuries Association) Awards in London
and hosted by soccer star
and TV pundit Gary
Lineker.
She was the only lawyer to
receive an Award at the presentations, which recognise
therapists, doctors, carers
and support workers for
those with spinal injuries.
Catherine was nominated
by SIA Outreach Coordinator, Jamie Rhind, not just for
her outstanding work in the
legal field, but for improving
the quality of care in district
hospitals for newly injured
patients. Her work has included implementing study
days for staff in District General Hospitals nationwide to
receive training from spinal
injury specialists.
Cathy Leech has specialised
in spinal injury cases for
over 20 years and has per-

Cathy Leech accepts her award from SIA
sonally recovered over £50
million in compensation for
clients. As well as her work
at Pannone, she has trained
others in the legal profession on spinal injury cases.
On a lighter note, Cathy has
also raised tens of thousands of pounds for spinal
injury causes through charity work including running a
marathon. Next year she will
be undertaking a 295 mile
bike ride from London to
Paris to raise money for the
SIA.
Commenting on her Award

she said, “I can only say how
privileged I am to work with
such inspirational people
within the SIA for the benefit of our seriously injured
clients and the wider spinal
cord injured population.
Such injuries are truly life
changing and care at the
point of injury is crucial. I’m
greatly honoured by the
Award the SIA has given me
and I look forward to playing a continuing role in this
vitally important area of
work.”
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City to Summit Challenge
by Claire Bushen, Kennedy Partner
I first went to see Andy in June 2012. I had just returned to work
having had a baby 6 months previous. I had always enjoyed
training but I needed to get rid of my baby weight and he came
highly recommended.
Apparently I needed a goal- something to train for and so I
agreed to take part in a relay triathlon with work colleagues. I got
the bug and my ever supportive husband took it upon himself to
find something that would ‘really challenge me’. Before I knew
it I was signed up to do to City to Summit iron distance triathlon:
2.4 mile swim in the Firth of Forth; 112 mile bike ride from Edinburgh to Glen Coe (8000 ft of climbing) and a 28 mile run from
Glen Coe to, and up (and back down), Ben Nevis (a further 8000 ft
of climbing).
Andy tailored a programme for me- not only did this include
weights- which got heavier- every week but he also gave me a
daily training plan to follow at home- circuits, cardio and diet. It
was hard work but it was manageable with a full time job and a
baby.
On 1 June 2013- almost a year since I first met Andy- I completed
my challenge. Not only did I complete it, I did quite well.... I was
4th lady over the line with a total time of 16 hours and 28 minutes. I am, without a doubt, fitter and more confident than I have
ever been (even pre-baby) and I have Andy to thank for that.
Having always been quite active, I didn’t think that I could justify
personal training every week. However, I could not do without
Andy now!
Claire, has worked really hard, over the last year, with her
training fitting in early morning bike training before work,
open water swims over the weekend and running in the
evenings.

Claire after
Claire before
and 3% body fat , but we change her total body shape with
weight training, a good healthy diet and cardio training (indoor & outdoor).
If you would like Probalance to help you, we can help, it doesn’t need to be a big mammoth challenge, we just need you to
work hard from your diet to your training, and you will get the
results you want.
Lastly this is our last Law Society article we hope you enjoyed
all the information over the last few years, but you can still
follow us on our blog site and website.

We did an assessment the week before the challenge, and the
result were amazing. In 12 months Claire lost 8cm off her
waist, 5cm off her hips and thighs 8 cm which was even better.

www.pro-balance.co.uk
www.probalance.wordpress.com

Claire lost 3kg of weight which you might not think is a lot

Andy Jeffries and the Probalance Team

Thank you ,hope to see you soon.

0161 425 5206

We are located on the 2nd Floor, House of Fraser,
Deansgate, Manchester M3 2QG

Spa in the City
Partners Salon is situated on the second floor of House of
Fraser, this hidden gem offers everything from hair, nails,
waxing and a huge array of beauty treatments, this
month we are focusing on Germaine de Capuccini the top
European skin care house whose premium products are
found in the most exclusive Salons and Spas across the
world.
If you are looking for pure indulgence and total
relaxation, we can provide you with a haven where you
will find the most incredible unique sensations, where the
body, mind & spirit converge to feel an unforgettable and
deeply pleasurable experience.

£20 blow dry bar available every
day with any available stylist
please call 0161 425 5206 to book

We also retail all Germaine Facial Products and, of course,
perfect for presents their divine bath oil and candles,
prices from £28 upwards
For further information or to make your booking
please call Partners on 0161 425 5206
Partners Hair Salons are also situated in Knutsford
01565 651819 and Poynton 01625 873112
Partners are offering a 25% discount to readers of
the Messenger. Please quote the reference
“Manchester Law Society” when making a booking.

Partners Salons are also situated in Poynton and Knutsford

www.partnerssalons.co.uk
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Culture Corner
Review of A Doll’s House at the Royal Exchange
by John Wolfson
Nora has a past, as a result of
which she is beholden to one
Krogstad. He is a lawyer who
is worried about his job
(sound familiar?) She tries to
persuade her husband to
employ him to avert him
blackmailing her. Her husband is a prosperous banker
(some things never change)
who is an MCP for whom a
woman’s place is definitely in
the home. This leads to a
casting problem. Cush
Jumbo is a very talented actress, but there is something
slightly not convincing in her
portrayal of Nora in Ibsen’s
play. Or, it may be that David
Sturzaker is not sufficiently
staidly formal and dominating as her husband. She always brings fizz and vitality
to her roles, and so there
lacks a certain ‘yes dear’
about her.
The play is in essence a criticism of the traditional roles
within marriage, and indeed
ends with Nora walking out
on her husband and children. In today’s more equal
society this generally attracts
disapproval, and so it is not
difficult to imagine the scandal of portraying this a century and a quarter ago when

this play was written, when
attitudes were more fixed.
Add to this the fact that the
family doctor friend was
dying from TB which was a
euphemism for syphilis and
you can see why the play created such an uproar in
Ibsen’s society; he wrote that
a woman cannot be herself
in society as it is an exclusively male society with laws
made by men and with prosecutors and judges who assess feminine conduct from a
masculine standpoint . Some
would argue that we have
not progressed much. Maybe
these are reasons for the
play’s enduring appeal: in
2006 it was the most performed play in the world.
Congratulations are due to
the children actors who complement a generally well
paced production, set in the
family living room where
people come and go. Odd
though that part of the furniture has the look of having
come from Ikea – just because Ibsen was Nordic is not
a good enough justification.
But, as ever, particularly with
Greg Hersov as director, this
was a strong performance,
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Monthly Competition
Doherty, Evans & Stott is an independent luxury
menswear brand and tailoring service based in Manchester, England.
We specialise in sourcing the highest quality fabrics and craftmanship possible and presenting them in seasonal off the
peg collections, as well as offering them to you as exclusive
personally tailored garments.
Tailoring
We use exclusively British cloth for our made to measure and
off the peg tailored jackets and trousers.
They are fully canvassed and hand made in Italy.
Choose your cloth and styling in store and a suit can be yours
in 6-8 weeks.
Our ready made suits and jackets are designed in seasonal
fabrics and colours.
Shirts
DE&S hand made shirts combine Swiss cotton and British
manufacturing.
Hoping to cover every shirt need a man could have, we make
all classic styles with a modern lean and colour palette.

acoustically articulate and
with a clearly defined beginning and middle. However
the loud bang as Nora left at
the end of the play could
have been a gun shot (suggesting suicide, which textually was certainly not the
case) rather than the door
slamming (which it was, and
symbolically definitely was
meant to be).
And finally..Mr Secretary of
State Grayling listen to Mr
Ibsen: “Don’t use that exotic
word ‘ideals’, we have a good
enough native word - ‘lies’.
John Wolfson

Ties
We specialise in 100% silk ties and bows of both British and
Italian origin. Our classic knitted silk ties are the last word in
relaxed elegance and we make a selection of formal woven
silk ties with a modern twist.
Knitwear
We work with Irish hand knit artisans Inis Meain to design exclusive styles every season.
Using cashmere, silk, linen and wool, we aim to present super
luxurious pieces in unique colours.

Also available online
www.dohertyevansstott.co.uk

To win your choice of a shirt and tie from Doherty, Evans & Stott, please
answer the following question:
Q: Which Irish hand knit artisans work with Doherty, Evans & Stott?
and send to FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk no later than 12th June 2013.
The winner of the Albert Square Chop House competition was Emma Jones of Irwin Mitchell LLP
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Classified

Classified Directory
Locums

CEDR Mediation
CEDR Mediator

Joe Shammah is a CEDR
Accredited Mediator,
undertaking Mediations in
Commercial Litigation cases
and Training for
Solicitors and Barristers
conducting Mediations.
Tel: 07860 844481

email:
mediator@joeshammah.co.uk

Mark Mattison, a Mediator
based in South Manchester is
available for commercial
mediations and for training on
all forms of ADR.
07831 302797
mark@markmattison.co.uk
www.markmattison.co.uk

Shareholder Disputes
Solicitor with 23 years
experience in such matters
available on an Agency basis
to assist firms who wish to
keep clients in-house.
Please contact by email
harryrosenblum@hotmail.co.uk

or telephone/fax:
0161 445 1850

Expert Witnesses

Commercial Property Locum
Solicitor available. Computer literate. Recent experience
includes a year’s Commercial
Property Locum work for a leading commercial practice. Phone
Paul Bryson at 01457 763340 or
e-mail paul.bryson@virgin.net

Solicitors Gown 51 inches
(would suit a tall person) looking for a home.
Legal aid solicitor maybe be able to persuade the owner to give
it away; a solicitor with a healthier income should make an
offer. The gown is in a good condition.
Any interested party should respond to PO Box 400,
c/o Manchester Law Society, 64 Bridge Street, Manchester
M3 3BN

Senior residential and
commercial property Solicitor
with over 4 years continuous
Locum experience offers you cost
effective solutions for holiday
maternity and sickness cover .No
Agency fees to pay. Please
contact Martin Libman on 0161
485 1240 or 07939 508543.
18 years as Locum Solicitors in
the North West. Tel John
Bradley/Lynda Greenwood 07790
612906 Available to deal with
Conveyancing and Family.
WHY PAY AGENCY FEES?
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor with over 30 years
coveyancing experience (29 years
as a sole practitioner) available
for holidays, maternity and
sickness cover. Reasonable rates.
If I can help, please telephone
David on 07896 617287 (or email
davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk)
further details and availability.
DUAL QUALIFIED, very experienced criminal specialist advocate with higher rights. Crime
work and Crown Court work.
Very resonable rates, short term
locum contract considered.
Please contact Christine on
01772 741816 or 07967 530138

Situations Wanted
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor
seeks position
(full time or part time).
Over 30 years coveyancing
experience
(29 years as a sole practitioner)
Anywhere in the Greater
Manchester area.
or telephone David on
07896 617287
Qualified Solicitor &
non-practising Barrister
seeks full-time or locum
position.
Expertise includes payment
protection insurance & personal
injury claims. Willing to
consider other areas of the law.

m: 07870 272 213
e: adriano_9@hotmail.com

Notary Public
John Cusack

To place an advertisement in
The Messenger please call
Lee Gilbert on 07971 706 2783
or email j.baskerville@btconnect.com
www.baskerville-publications.co.uk
Contact us....
THE MANCHESTER LAW SOCIETY
64 Bridge Street, Manchester M3 3BN
Tel: 0161 831 7337 Fax: 0161 839 2631
www.manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
Editor: Fran Eccles-Bech
E-mail: FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
Publisher: Julia Baskerville Publications
25 Southworth Way, College Farm, Thornton Cleveleys
Lancs FY5 2WW
Tel/Fax: 01253 829431
E-mail: j.baskerville@btconnect.com
Advertising enquires
j.baskerville@btconnect.com
www.baskerville-publications.co.uk

Couriers

City centre based couriers covering all aspects of courier work and more.

Contact 0161 272 7576 Mike or Steve.

Email: davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk

Please contact Adrian

The Messenger is distributed to over
2700 solicitors every month

Solicitors Gown

worldwide documents
Notarised
accessible & efficient service
home & office visits
well-established (since 1984)
& experienced

Holiday Property
Luxury Spanish Apartment
Golfing Breaks & Family Holidays

● 2 Bedrooms (1 Double, 1 Twin)
●

Pool

● Frontline golf views

● Excellent family facilities

● Gated resort with restaurants, pub and shops

Prices start from £125 Per Week / £29 per night (min 3 nights)
www.alhama-golf-rentals.com
irarmitage@gmail.com
07748 327062
Grasmere in the Lake District Autumn and Winter breaks from £200

tel: 0797 332 9791
jocusa@live.co.uk

All rights reserved, reproduction in whole or part without written permission from
the publisher is not permitted. Photographic material and manuscripts are supplied
at owners risk, neither the company not its agents accept any liability for loss or
damage.
The Society welcomes articles and letters from
members on any topic and items should be sent to the above address
The views and opinions expressed in the
Manchester Messenger are those of the individual
contributors and not of The Manchester Law Society.

Easedale is a delightful rural retreat set in several acres of wooded hillside grounds
which are graced with the presence of many different varieties of birds, badgers,
deer and red squirrels - one in particular who regularly visits the tree right outside
the front door!
There are some well-known walks from the door including Alcock Tarn, Loughrigg,
Fairfield and the Rydal Round. Grasmere village is only a short walk down the hill,
where you will find a wealth of shops, cafes, restaurants and pubs and the famous
Gingerbread shop. Dove Cottage and Grasmere lake are also only a short walk
away.
Accommodation: Front door entrance into hallway with space for coats and boots.
Door leading off to the sitting room/dining room/bedroom (TV/DVD/CD/Ipod
docking station), which has high ceilings, period cornicing and large sash windows with lovely views towards Grasmere lake and Silver Howe beyond. Further
doors lead off the hallway to the shower room with corner shower, basin and wc,
and also to the well equipped kitchen in a modern shaker style.
Available for short breaks Friday to Monday, Monday to Friday or week long bookings in October, November & December 2012 and January – March 2013 from as
little as £200

To check availability please email petershrigley@hotmail.com or call
07810 793649

